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CUNY Student'sRally Against Budget Cuts
. Student's march despite inclellilUCitetuftrGfli

•

ng

1

down 42nd Street and South on
By Deirdre A. Hussey
Lexington Avenue to Madison
City University of New York
Square Park, with over 400 parstudents held the first major
ticipants marching and chantorganized action on March 21
ing presenting a united front
to combat Governor George E.
and drawing attention and supPataki's proposed budget cuts
port from the citizens on the
to higher education.
street.
Over 200 students, a large
"I think protests are good,"
n u m b e r of from local high
said John Villa, a worker at
schools, and faculty gathered
Bloom's Deli who frantically
at Times Square to rally and
waved his hand as the march
march in hopes of mobilizing
passed. "Tuition is too high and
student and community support
the cuts and increases stink."
against the cuts.
"I think they[the students]
"This is a mobilizing march.
are right," said Raul Romera, a
We want you, the students to go
bystander, "because the cuts to
back to your schools and your
education are wrong. It's imcomm un i t i es and mobilize
portant, it's very important not
people to fight the cuts," said
to make the poor suffer."
'Al d o Valmon, a student at
A large number of the stuBrooklyn College and member
dent participants were from
of the Student Liberation AcStudents
gather
at
TiJnes
Square
in
rainy
weather
to
protest
New York City high schools contion Movement, the grass roots
.
cerned about cuts to high school
organization that sponsored the
actwD.·
---~ _~.. _. _
~ .-...: ,.tions~the zally.grew tQ-ap'pxg~i.- ro_ug.~_.~2.00_PJ;~_QPI~ .~tr.(?ng,... programs and the opportunities
" Despite the r-ainyweatbere-, · mately 400 participants, receiv- . chanting and marching down ··lnat' are- "awin-dling for higher
edu cation.
a strong police presence and or- - ing a energetic boost when a 42nd Street.
The highlight of the day was
"We are here to show people
ganizational infighting among contingent of City College stustudents and faculty organiza- dents arrived at Times Square, the march from Times Square
continued on page 4

Fiscal Emergency Declared on March 25 By CUNY;
Goldstein Addresses the Faculty Three Days Later
Retrenchment committee to beformed; New admission criteria for Fall 1996
By Deirdre Hussey and
Antionette Coulton
City University of New York
Board OfTrustees declared a state
of fiscal emergency on March 25,
forcing Baruch College President
to address Baruch faculty at March
28 general meeting, discussing retrenchment and a new admissions
policy for Baruch.
"We are now in a state offinan. cial emergency, "said Goldstein at
the meeting. "The president is
mandated to bring together an ad
hoc retrenchment committee. Unfortunately, this is somewhat familiar terrritory. Not the kind of
road that we want to travel down
again, but this something we will
need to do."
In response to Governor
- George E. Pataki's proposed $57
million cut to the CUNY operating
budget for the 1996-97 fiscal year,
•the Board of Trustees, by a vote of
11 to 1, with one abstention, declared "fiscal exigency."
The state of fiscal exigency allows for the layoff of tenured and
·untenured faculty at the College
President's discretion. According

Baruch is facing an $8.8 million operating budget, according to
a February 9 memo sent to Vice
Richard Rothbard by Goldstein,
analyzing the impact ofsuch a drastic cut. According to the memo,
Baruch would be forced to reduce
93 positions, this already taking
into account the reductions Goldstein submitted last spring in a
three year fiscal savings plan.
"We have prided ourselves at
this college with taking planning
very seriously," said Goldstein,
addressing the faculty. "You may
remember that last year I insisted
that we follow a three year savings
plan that had imbedded within it,
our retrenchment plan. That three
, year savings plan is something that
I am going to invoke or am in the
process of invoking now. We have
"We· will need to establish a
real savings that we have provided
retrenchment committee, and we'
for and we will invoke those savwill do that, but I am going to do it
ings now."
in stages. I believe we have lost too
According to the memo, "the
many faculty who teach at this
impact of the 1996-97 Executive
institution. Many of our departBudget Recommendations" would
ments have been badly hit by retirbe the reduction of 65 full-time
ees we have not been able to refaculty positons, 24 full-time clasplace and tenured people who were
sified positions, which include
not reappointed."
mantaince, security and secretar-

to CUNY's by-laws each president
must appoint .a retrenchment
committeee to review and recommend specific cuts to the President
in order to bring the operating budget in line with the cuts. The president has the power to accept or
reject
the
retrenchment
committeees recommendations, as
does CUNY's central administration located at 80th, which the
Board of Trustees is a part of.

"...1 am not planning
to instruct the retrenchment committee
to look at faculty who
teach... "

ies, and 4 full-time executive staff
which includes high administrators.
"I am worried about 199697,"said Goldstein, "but I'm really
worried about 1997-98. We have to
take another look at our savings
plan and start planing for next
continued on page 3
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FOR A (PERFECT) IJOB\=
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CAREER FEST '96

T'""

Jump start your career! Let insiders
tell you the way it is. Mark your
business calendar NOW.

-PROGRAM201 Killer Cover Letters
Sandra Podesta, Author
April 9, 1996
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Room 750 / 151 E. 25th Street

-

Get Inside the Interviewer's Mind
April 16, 1996
'
12:30 - 2:00 pm
Room 306/ 17 Lexington Ave.

-

Getting Started:
What to Do and
What to Expect on the Job
April 23, 1996
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Room 306 / 1 7 Lexington Ave.

-

CAREER DAY
April 25, 1996
1:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Conference Center
..
151 E. 25th Street
Come and networkwith over thirty
employers.Business Attire Required!

ON-CAMPUS
RECR.U1TMENT
Mandatory Orientation Workshops
Students graduating in 1996 and 1997 who
want. to participate in on-campus
recrurtrnent must attend one ofthe following
orientation workshops.
Tuesday, April 30,.1996

10:00 am - 12:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
.Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
Room 750

-

Perfect or not, hunting for a job is serious business. Although
II ma~'working hard
to complete exams, papers, and projects, it is not too early to begin"tJiinking about your
job search. There are several things you can do to get started.
-Juniors need to attend one of the workshops scheduled for April 30, May 1, May 8 (See
the ad on this page for more complete information). Attendance at one ofthese workshops
- is your key to participation in On-Campus recruitment in the Fall.
'. - Graduating SeniorS sli~~l~rISt~re a resume which they can send to potential
employers: Keep your resume bn a disk so that you can maintain several versions with
different objectives or which highlight different aspects of your experience depending on
--- --.-_._--- ------_._--- .--------- -----.... thejob for which you are applying. You will
also need to continuously update your
Looking For a SumDler Job resume, adding new experience and
changing positions or responsibilities.
or Internship?
You can locate information about summer - Networking is the single best way to get
jobs. and internships in the following a job. Networking doesn't mean that you
locations:
\
must know the CEO of a company in order
Office of Career Services
to get a job. It does mean that you should
Room 1321, 360 PAS
make a list of everyone that you do know
including teachers, friends and relatives
Placement for Arts of Sciences
and let them know that you are looking for
(PASS)
a job. Then add to your list the parents of
15th Floor, 23rd St. Building
your friends, and the friends ofyour parents!
Weissman Center Library
Other people i.n your network include your
Room 1324,360 PAS
pastor or rabbi, your doctor or dentist, your
mother's and father's boss and co-workers ,
and anyone and everyone who might know
SEEK
ACCOUNTING
someone somewhere who can turn you onto
I
WORKSHOP
ajob lead.
* Thinking of majoring in accounting?
-The Office of Career Services (13th
* Just curious about what accounting
floor/360 PAS) and Placem.ent for the
is all about?
Arts and Sciences (15th Floor/17
A panel presentation by upper-class
Lexington) maintain bulletin boards with
,accounting majors and accounting
listings of part-time .and full-time jobs.
alumni who will answer your questions.
Check the boards often and apply for
iI
April 18, 1996
everything for which you are eligible. Speak
II to a career adviser in these offices or go to
I
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
360 P AS/ Room 1702
II The Counseling Center (17th Floor/360
iI
Refreshments will be served!
PAS)and speak to a career counselor for
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I assistance with your resume and advice on
your job search efforts.
GRADUATE SCHOOL:
-Newspaper Want Ads should be a part
Exploring Options
of every job search.
Although the
May 2, 1996 12:45 p.m.
competition is tough, people do get jobs
Room 1604 / 17 Lex. Ave.
from want ads. After you have sent or faxed
Considering graduate school and
a resume, follow up with a phone call to
educational opportunities beyond the
undergraduate degree? Guest speakers
make sure they got it and to ask about when
will explore graduate school opportunities, you can expect to hear from them.
professional programs (law, medical school,
- The Yellow Pages and other books about
counseling), arts and sciences programs
companies in the New York area such as
and application strategies.
The New York Job Bank can provide you
CAREERS IN COUNSELING:
with the names, addresses, and phone
The Helping Professions
numbers of local companies which may
April 22, 1996 5:30 p.m, Room
have relevant jobs.

Wednesday, May 8,1996
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
_. Auditorium / 17 Lexington Ave.

Club
Events
PreparatiolUl &.Ezpectations as
You Enter the Business World
Coopers & Lybrand
Presented by The Accounting Society
Thurs., April!1
5 South I 17 Lexington Avenue
12:35 pm

-

Guest Spt}<lkerfrolll Arthur~rse71.
Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi
Thurs~, Apri11!
.
4 South /17 leXington Avenue

-

-

12:35pm.·'. ,

.
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1604 /17 Lex. Ave.

A panel discussion led by Baruch affiliated
professionals exploring the joys and
stress~s of careers in the helping
professions. Issues related to professional
training, short and long term counseling
in a v:ariety ofsettings (including colleges,
hospitals, and trauma centers) will be
among the topics.

Workshops

A two-session workshop to help you make a
good major career decision. View a video
tape, take a vocational interest test..
Thursdays, April 11 & 18
12:30 pm"- 2:30 pm
Room 1709/ 360 Park Avenue South

-Read trade papers, The Wall Street
Journal, or The New York Times and
be on the lookout for information about
companies which are expanding or looking
for talent in certain areas.
-Job Fairs can be good places to meet
potential employers. Go early so you can
have an opportunity to speak to recruiters
before they are swamped with applicants.
-Walk around areas or visit companies
where there are firms which specialize in
your field. You may be lucky and be the
right person to show up at the right time.
- Be C~a.tive! Do anything and everything
to maximize your chances of finding a job.
Then do it again!
Persistence and
perseverance are required.
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derful contributions to this college."
Goldstein stated that these
savings would be significant,
coupled cuts already anticipated
in the last year's three year plan,
and hopefully some reinstatement of funds from legislature
would not force Baruch to put
faculty on the chopping block.
"I am not planning to instruct the retrenchment committee to look at faculty who
teach," said Goldstein. "We must
preserve the facul ty in the classroom and it is my intention to
do it . Whether we can succeed
in the end, is something 1 can't
promise you with certainty, but
1 think we ha ve a very good shot
at it."
But he did not rule out the
possiblity of faculty layoffs.
"If we have to, then faculty
will be on the table again. I
think the likelihood is small,"
said Goldstein.
Besides retrenchment, Goldstein informed the faculty of new
admissions policy for Baruch,
effective Fall semester 1996.
"Baruch College will start
in: the Fall of 1996," said Goldstein ,"with the highest admis-

sion standards of any college of
that group of senior colleges that
do not have 2 year programs."
Baruch will" require an SAT
score of 1100 or "at least 2 years
of 'what we refer to as of real
college preparatory mathematics and other kinds of courses
that show that they have

so seriously deficient. And this
is not because of the things they
did, but the environment that
they had to study in, that the
likelihood that they would succeed in a place like Baruch was
quite small. 1 think that is a
terrible "destructive signal to
give."
j
The new admissions policy
will also allow a students-only
semester for remediation
courses.
"We've had incidents," said
Goldstein "where students have
obtained remedial course after
remedial course. They are not
succeeding and many of them
are running out of their financial aid. So effective September
1, we will have this different
admissions policy and we will
achieved a certain level of pre- tie that to one semester of
remediation. "
paratory background."
"They are the students who
According to Goldstein,
Baruch currently requires a stu- work very hard)" said Goldstein.
dent at least an 80 high school "We are delighted by their hard
average or have graduated in. work and applaud them, but we
really ought to look at admisthe top third of their class.
"Many of our faculty noticed sions criteria tb atis consistent
for a long time," said Goldstein, with what we expect the stu"that
even
though dent to meet when they are
they[students] had an 83 or 85 here."
high school average, they were

"We really ought to
look at admissions criteria that is consistent
with what we expect
the student to meet
when they are here. "

.
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Two CUNY Law Professors Killed in
Car Crash in Capetown, South African

-==============================:::J11

Spring Baltquel U1if"~~JmliIl6:FirI;nB. " ------------------_---J
S nsOred b t \ · h~n~SOcl. '. '.' -: .'.
Career Exploration
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year as well."
Accordi ng to Goldstein, he
is planning on a number of
people retiring, and stop the
proceeding on a number of recruitments.
"1 would like to encourage
those people," said Goldstein,
!'perhaps who are on the fence
about retiring that if they do
indeed retire, that we would
want to welcome them back to
the institution to use office
space, library privileges, privileges to technology and also opportunities to participate in
seminars. So if there are faculty
who feel an emotional issue
about making that break 1 would
like to commit to those of you
who are thinking about it now,
that we would want you to still
be connected to the institution."
"I also instructed," continued Goldstein, "the provost and
the deans that the number of
recruitments that are now proceeding. Some will not proceed,
because we are going to use that
as a s~ vings as well. I certainly
would rather do that than to not
reappointment or retrench
people good to the institution,
that are already making won-

I:

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Auditorium / 17 Lexington Ave.
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Wednesday, May 1, 1996
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continued from front page
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By Tracy Young
Margaret Shanara Gilbert,
45, an associate professor of the
. law school at the City University of New York at Queens College and W. Haywood Burns, 55,
a leading civil-rights lawyer and
former CUNY Law School Dean,
were killed last Tuesday, April
2nd, in an automobile accident
in Capetown, South Africa.
The accident occured when
a truck ran a red light and collided with the vehicle outside
Cape Town, officials said. According to a New York Times
article, both Burns and Gilbert
suffered head injuries and Gilbert also suffered chest injuries .
Both were unconscious when
they arrived at the hospital and
were immediately placed on life
support. Gilbert died first and
Burns died approximately four
and one half hours later.
Both Burns and Gilbert had
travelled to South Africa several times aiding the civil rights
cause there. This time they were
attending the International Association of Democratic Lawyers
Congress. "The Congress is celebrating two years of freedom

chief counsel to the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr's Poor People
Campaign in 1968. He was a
founder of the National Conference of Black La wyers and a
former assistant counsel for the
N.A.A.C.P. Legal Defense Fund.
He successfully defended
black communist Angela Davis
as well as the Att.ica Brothers
after the prison rebellion in
1971. He had etched a name for
himself and went on to become
the first black dean of a law
school in New York, when appointed such at Queens College
"
in 1987.
"I knew Professor Burns as
a first-rate legal scholar and a
National Confer-erence of Black respected advocate for the disLawyers and a founder and co- advantaged of our society," said
director of the CUNY Law Chancellor W. Ann ReynoldS.
School's Defender Clinic. She "Profe'ssor Gilbert was a leadwas also on the advisory board ing defense lawyer, a respected.
of the Neighborhood Defender member of the Law School faculty, and an inspirational figService 'of Harlem.
Burns, a graduate of ure in the development of the
Harvard University and Yale School's legal clinic. The' loss of
La w . School, has been a these two fine, beloved faculty
civilrights advocate since the members greatly diminishes all
age of 15, when he helped \0 of us."
integrate a swimming pool in
Peekskill, N.Y. He served as

in South Africa, a cause for
which they both worked tirelessly, and which gave them
great joy," said Dean Kristin'
Booth Glen of the CUNY Law
School at Queens.
Gilbert, a graduate of Syracuse University was a member
of the board of directors of the

"... The Congress is
celebrating two years
offreedom in SouthAf.
rlca...
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CUNY Students View Rally at Times Square
~ as a Success; Results Have Yet to Be Seen
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School. "Cuts at CUNY give us
fewer choices once we leave high
school."
It seems like the whole system is against us," said Chava
Meed, of Bronx High School of
Science. "We don't feel it's right
tlyit they're cutting our art
classes, our phys. ed. We are
not talking about one school,
we're talking about a whole sys"teYn."
High School students at
Martin Luther King Jr. and
Randolph stated that doors of
their high schools had been
locked to deny students access
to leave and that police wagons
were placed outside of the school
to pick up any students considered truant.
"We were told that if we left
the building we would receive a
15 point reduction on our report
t!!.
;
card," said a student at
Randolph high school who did
not want her name used. "There
was a large group· of us who
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Opening Ceremonies
featuring Guest Speaker Advenising Exec. Mr. Tom Chung
3rd Floor SkY light lounge

April 11th Thursdav

23rd St Huldg. 12:25 - 2:30 PM

.

Date Auction: The Top Bid will win a dinner for two
at %e Tavern On rTfie green.
Proceeds will benefit The Cammy Lee Leukemia Found.
4 Monh 23rdSt Buldg. 12:35 - 2:30PM

April 18th Thursdav

-~~~:'l;~,!},;~~~l~ . '
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11th Thursday
April 18th Thursdav

Students and faculty march by Baruch to ri:Jlly at Madison Square Park

".. . It
.,s not t h e num- ting e d ucation," said Attorney
Ron Macguire, legal counsel to
be r of people who SLAM.
'.
_
turnout. it~s the
The event was sponsored by
.,
. SLAM, after. the P.l"efessional
force ... "
Staff Congress and United Stuwanted to leave and they
wouldn't let us. It was crazy."
Police presence at Time
Square and along the march
route was strong. Police on
scooters were lined along march
route, as were officers on foot.
Officers on horseback followed
behind the crowd, and at least
four undercover police officers
were noticeable.
"It's amazing that the City
has the money for this kind of
police action, yet they arc cut-

.

-

"0. Myerson of LaGuardia High

Bill Negron denied charges

that he pulled out of the event,
and had denounced the event in
favor of the USS rally held on
March 28.
"USS did not pull out of the
dent Senate decided not to en- event," said Negron. "It was
dorse the event. A few days prior SLAM that had made non-negoto the event the new caucus of tiable demands about not acthe PSC publicly supported t.he, cepting our speakers. We devent.
cided to our extend our services
"USS and PSC originally to SLAM, but not allow them to
chose the date for the action," take over the event. To date, no
said Rob Hollander of SLAM, one from SLAM has called our
"We approached USS and said offices asking for our help our
we wanted to work with them. services. "
Bill Negron, president of USS
"What it came down to was
was interested in working with we wanted this to be a day for
us. \V'e had certain demands that students, for students voices to
w e r e not flexible, and one of be heard," said Valmon. "'We
them was the presence of p o l it i- held our ground on this issue.
c i a n s ."
We did not want to provide a

os

Student expesses opinion on Pataki's proposed budget cuts at recent march to Madison Square Park.

platform for politicians. Since
SLAM took the thrust in organizing this event, we took th e
day. "
Besides organizational difficulties, the original march
route from Times Square to City
Hall had to be changed because
the city denied the march permit.
"Weare pretty happy with
the route," said Hollander.
"Times Square and Lexington
Avenue are .extreme ly visible."
"The reason the students
decided not to challenge in
court," said Ma cgu i r e , "was because the students are committed to h a vi ng a p e a ce fu 1 demonstration and the feeling was that
if we had ran into c ou r t last
week it might have thrown the
planning for this demonstration
into 'chaos."
Despite these differences, a
rally is being planned for May
8, in which SLAiVI, DSS, PSC
and other organizations are
working together to make it the
largest protest to date.
Overall SLAM regarded the
March 21 demonstration successful, with a strong turn out
and people committed· to working for future demonstrations.
"In my opinion," said
Valmon, "which is not the opinion of most, it's not the number
of people who turnout, it's the
force ... What we want is for these
students, these activists to go
back to their communities, back
to
their
school s a n d
mobilize. This battIe is not over
when the budget gets decided,
because we'll see next year and
the year after."

spons Tournament The Competition will be tiercel!!
Gym 6th Floor 23rd St BUldy. 4:00 - 9:00PM
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April 19th Fr.idav-··

Asian Alumni· Homecoming

April 25th Thursdav

Successful Baruch Alumnus come back and share
their experiences since leaving Baruch
15th Floor 360 PAS 12:30 - 2:30 PM
Cultural Events
What does vour name look like in Chinese Writing:»

April 25th Thursdav

Come and Find out
15th Floor 360 PAS 12:30 - 2:30 PM

April 26th Fridav .
.
The Evening Show fe~t~ring the FaS~ion ShOW,
I
Get Your Tickets Now for The Grand Finale 01 the Month. Deflnltelv an Experience You won t Forget.
.
$5 in Advance $1 at the Door
Mason Hall Auditorium 23rd St Building 1:00 - ~O:OOPM
For Tickets:' Contact the Office of Student life @ 15th Fir. 360 ~AS
Package Deal:$6for both the Fridav Dance Pam and The Evening Show.
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What has Andrew Heller, Day Session Student Government (DSSG) President, done.to inform,
organize and battle the recent and most severe budget cuts coming from Albany? Very little.
One prime example of this inactivity is the organization and turnout of Baruch students at the
March 2 I CUNY wide-rally.
The few announcements that DSSG did make concerning the rally were filled with conflicting
times and destinations. Because of this confusion, DSSG had made a pathetic attempt to get
their fellow students outside the 23rd Street building-as the rest of their CUNY counterparts
marched past them along Lexington Avenue. This lack oforganization and enthusiasm was
exemplified when only about 40 Baruch students stood among the 500 or so CUNY students
and faculty in support of protecting their education. A rally that was located directly outside
the:.front door of Baruch College's main building.
Why, if the student government president was attending Student Liberation Action Movement
meetings (SLAM), weren't the students being organized and informed? Is this because the
president has an alternative motive-one which stems from his desire to climb the political
student ladder, will riding on the coattails of DSSG. Perhaps he is prematurely setting his
sights on becoming a chairperson for the University Student Senate Government (USS) for the
upcorrung year.
If this is true, the apathy which we've seen recently from DSSG makes perfect sense. In the
current political climate, the safest position to assume is one that does not challenge the
powers that be. President Heller has not challenged those powers-he desires to become one
of those powers..
At a time when students are fighting to keep their educational dreams alive, do we need such a
leader?

..

President Goldstein has asked Heller to recommend three students to sit on the retrenchment
committee--each of who. would represent the student body's. concerns .as millions of dollars
are cut from the Baruch budget. Do we want someone, who's first concern is his political
career, making those recommendations? We want three students who will represent their
fellow classmate's concerns-not their own personal desires.
Heller is one of our elected student representatives. Out of an estimated 8,000 Day Session
Students, 438 voted in the election last year-over 287 of those votes were for Heller. What
students need to do is to vote during the elections, so politically aggressive students leaders do
not have our students fees at their disposal. Remember, we the students have the power to
elect our leaders and the power of impeachment.

Quotes ofthe Fortnight
..

"I think protests are good. Tuition is too high and the cuts and
increases stink."
-~
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--John Villa, a worker at Bloom's Deli: and a
.. site 'passed by the CUNY marchersalong
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An Open Letter to "the Sisters"

0

Welfare? It's a "Farewell" to Your Independence
By Tanya Dickenson
This letter is a question for some ofmy sisters
on welfare.
What is your problem? Yes, I've asked it; now
close your mouths.
I am in no way directing these few harsh
criticisms to recipients who either are employed
or attending school while receiving aid. My beef
.is with you bon-bon-eating, soap opera-watching,
baby-making, lazy women.
Let me explain something to you: Welfare is
not a job!! Welfare is not a pension plan; welfare
is not an unemployment check. Welfare is aid.
Aid is meant to help you through a rough period.
In other words, welfare is to assist you in getting
back on your feet, not to support you while you
continue to lie on your back!!
I am so sick of seeing young girls and women
with three or four kids, no job, no education, no
plans for a a future. What is going on in your
minds?! How can you be satisfied with surviving
on such a meager existence?
I dare to ask these questions because I am a
21-year-old single mother and I am not on welfare. I have my own apartment, I am a full-time
student and am employed. Of course it's hard at
times-I don't know where I get the will. I do
know that I am no quitter, so for me welfare is not
an option.
You see, I am Jamaican by birth. I am sure
you have all heard the jokes about West Indians
.having three jobs, and all that...but you know-I
would work three jobs to care for my child before
I would go on welfare. And I am proud to say so.
Dri you understand that by allowing your economic situation to be controlled by "welfare" you
are saying "farewell" to your independence?
I find many ofyou to be zombies! Is it really
that important who [television soap-opera char-

acter] Erica Kane is screwing or who [television talk-show host] Ricki Lake has as a
guest? Halfofyou couldn't tell me who Fidel
Castro is but you definitely know when Donna
Karen is dropping her new line. That is so
sad.
This leads me to yet another beef I have
with some 'ofyou. How is it that you can have
no food in your cabinets, or no books or toys in
your home for your child, yet you sport the
newst DKNY or Hillfigger? Where are your
values?
I hope that you realize that children are
taught by example, which basically means
that you are fueling a vicious cycle. Do you

should the government support your children so that
their fathers can have the newest sneakers and cars?
Listen, my sisters: believe that I feel your pain. I
am just not into self-pity and all that crap. Get off
your rears and do something! Your time is running
out; your mayor and governor are out for your blood.
You must vote, my sisters (and brothers). Instead of
a talk show, watch a presidential debate-what you
hear there will affect you, believe me! Read to your
children; do .not let the Power Rangers be their

"Listen, my sisters: believe that I
feel your pain. . I am just not into
self-pity and all that crap."

CVo you understand that by
allowingyoureconomic situation to be controlled by 'ioelfare' you are saying 'faretoell'
·to your independencet"

babysitters.
Oh, and to you idiot women who have child after
child with man after man: AIDS is forreal!!! Remember that you reap what you sow. Try having a
conversation with a man. Ifhe truly is one (a man,
that is), you will find that an intelligent conversation
makes you sexier than just jumping right into bed.
And for goodness' sake...get an education; the
plan ahead for your children's future? Do you
believe in the concept oflife insurance? What year 2000 is creeping up on us. Don't be left out.
would become of your children if you died Right now, if you are on welfare, you probably can go
to school for free somewhere. Take advantage of it!
tomorrow? Do you have a clue?
We all know that it is a daily struggle to be Patakkiis trying slowly but surely to to rid CUNY of
a parent, single or not, and of course, life is financial aid. Be forewarned; do it before it's too late!!
Finally-there are three kinds of people in this
extremely expensive. But if you believe that
sitting at home collecting"unearned" money is world:
your way of "beatingthe system," you are so
1. 'I'hose who wish it would happe~.
wrong!! Having numerous children in an
2. Those who wonderwhat just happened.
alreaq.¥)ad~it~at~oni$- itt? ·way togo~ Ifyo.u.
3. Those who make it happen.
think that lying to the welfare authorities so
that the father(s) ofyourchildren won't have to
The choice is yours. Peace.
pay makes you smart, you are wrong. Why

Letters to the Editor
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.and So Does the
Student Life Director Exhales... Personnel Head...
To The Editor:
To the Editor:
In regard to the lead article in the March
Thank you for your balanced reporting of the keeping gang members out of Baruch parincident arising at the party on Friday, March ties. This policy was in effect at the old 20 issue, "Custodian Arrested For Stealing," J
1. This letter is to clarify some of the Security Student Center. A guest list is a mechanism would like to clarify comments attributed to
regulations and procedures established sev- we use to insure that outsiders have been Assistant Vice President Karl Schmid about
background checks for prospective employees.
eral years ago in order to insure the safety and invited to an event.
Every employee who serves in a Classified
security of Baruch students and staff and to
Lastly, meetings to discuss Friday night
prevent·vandalism to College facilities.
parties with student leaders, a Student Life (Civil Service) title-and the title Mr.
Baruch College is not an open campus. Baruch staffer, and Security personnel began in 1994 Tortorelli held, principal custodial supervistudents and staff with valid ID cards are the when the Student Center moved to 360 PAS. sor, is such a title-is fingerprinted at the
only people allowed access to all Baruch Col- The meetings are held in an attempt to have time they are hired. The fingerprints are then
lege buildings and are required to show ID's student leaders inform their club members sent for screening to the New York State Diviupon request. Students from other CUNY col- and guests ofBaruch's metal detection, guest sion of Criminal Justice Services. In addition,
lege are only permitted access to the Library and alcohol policies. We have found that the classified employees are required to complete
and are not to be roaming freely in other meetings reduce confusion among Baruch a background questionnaire, and prospective
peace officers undergo rigorous background
College facilities.
students and their invited guests.
Policy to serve alcohol at approved on-earnIt is our opinion that all Baruch students checks. - Once a prospective employee favorpus events was instituted in December 1987;> should feel safe on their own campus. The ably passes these "tests," there is, of course,
when New York State raised the legal drinking . Student Life Office and Security Depart- no way to predict whether slhe will engage in
age to 21 years. This policy was developed by a ment simply enforce rules so that this is illegal conduct on the job. The Security Office
acted appropriately and took all necessary
committee of student-government officers and possible.
administration from the Dean of Students.
Should any student wish to discuss the steps to safeguard college property.
Metal detection at parties and large (audito- above policies, he/she should stop by our Ronny Widener
Director of Personnel
rium) events began in 1991. The metal detec- office to chat.
tion policy was established by Baruch admin- Carl E. Aylman
more letters on page 8
istration, Security, Student Life and the Dean Director of Student Life
ofStudents. It should be noted that NYU began - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the inji:vidual writers, and do not necessarily
metal detection before 1991 in response to a represent the opinions ofThe Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion
fatal.shcoting at an extracurricular event. Metal pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Exhale articles is contingent
·tletectors are in place on the 14th floor, 360 upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more than 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned
letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
PAS during Friday night parties.
"One guest per Baruch student" is a policy should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and
that was requested by students as a means of clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.
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Let Them Eat Cake; But Not at Taxpayer Expense
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By Robert Sauer
As Ronald Reagan once said, "I am going to conservatives and Iibertazians-do not believe in
talk ofcontroversial things. I make no apology high taxes. You do not have the power to spend
for this."
the money you worked for ifyou are giving it to
The articles I write come from my heart; Uncle Sam. You do not have the freedom to cut
they are true core beliefs that I have. The topics a tree down in your own backyard or build a
I write about leave little room for dissuasion. I house on your own property if that property is
will follow in the footsteps ofAbraham Lincoln declared a wetlands' preservation area. Fedand not compromise on such heart-felt beliefs. eral agencies declare a big mud pile created by
These beliefs derive from the Declaration of heavy rains a wetlands preservation area, and
Independence, which states: "We hold these insist it needs to be preserved. Where does the
Truths to be Self-evident, that all Men a~e government get the money to fund such intrucreated equal, that they are endowed by their sive agencies? You give the federal governcreator with certain unalienable Rights, that ment the money, and therefore the power.by
turning over at least a third of your income to
them.
cc The so called do-gooders in
We must not abandon the ideas that were
Washington say, Whatgreater fought for during the Revolutionary War. We
m ust fight for self-government, not Big Governservice we could render ifonly ment.
We must not let a "little intellectual elite
we had a little more money in a far-distant capital ... plan our lives," as
Reagan said in 1964. I believe the American
and a little more power. .. ~ We people can feed the poor, take care of the homeless, retrain the unemployed for new jobs in a
should never trade our ~free changing
economy, and take care of ourselves
dom for the (soup kitchen' of more efficiently than Washington bureaucrats
could ever do.
the welfare state."
Before the big social welfare system of today, who fed the poor and the needy? Who took
among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit
in the homeless and cleaned them up? Who
of Happiness. " This little sentence. written by
retrained workers for the new industrial age at
Thomas Jefferson is one the most important
the turn of the century? It was not federallyideas about American democracy. Thomas
funded programs. It was private organizaJefferson's idea of freedom, which was shared
tions. People were not starving to death in
by the leaders of the day, helped to form our
America before food stamps, because churches
constitution. It gave us all the rights that we
took in the homeless and fed the poor. Compahave today, including our freedoms of press,
nies trained their workers for the new indusworship, and the many others we cherish each
trial age. It was the Salvation Army and your
day.
local House of God that met the social needs of
Government exists to serve the people, not
the nation. This is what we need to get back to.
to rule them. This is still a new idea to many in
A smaller, less intrusive government is more
this world. The only power that government
beneficial, since we can do it better ourselves.
has is the power the people give it. An inordiThe so called do-gooders "in Washington
nately powerful government is wrong, and goes
say, "What greater service we could render if
against Jefferson's idea of freedom. The more
only we had a little more money and a little
power the government has, the less freedom
morepower," The truth is they can never do the
you and I have.
job you and 1 can do. No government program
The way a government gets bigger and
could ever achieve what "we the people" can.
more powerful is through money by way ofyour
We should never trade in our freedom for
taxes. Taxes equal money, and that equals
the "soup kitchen" of the welfare state. This
power. The less tax revenue Washington has,
does not mean we have to totally dismantle the
the Iess power they can exercise. This is why

Easy-Going Prof Is Easy to Like
-and He's "Evolving," to Boot!

9

.

welfare system. The system needs to be changed
to help only those truly in need. Welfare must
not be a sole means of Income, but" a supplement. It must encourage marriage and work.
Unfortunately, today's system does not. There
are too many people in the current system that
do not need such assistance. We must not let
the money we work for end up in the hands of
someone who does not work at all. We must
have workfare, not welfare.
We should give jobs to the true welfare
recipients. Let them clean the streets, let them

"We should give jobs to welfare
recipients. Let them clean the
streets, let them paint over
graffiti-covered walls on our
h~hwaysandbridges. We
should not have to work our tails
offso someone can sit at home
and watch Richard Bey."
paint over graffiti-covered walls on our highways and bridges. We should not have to work
our tails off so someone can sit at home and
watch Richard Bey.
We must stand strong and unite against
this social spending that is throwing our money
down the drain. Washington is not only throwing our money away, it is throwing our freedom
away as well. LET FREEDOM RING.

•••••••••••••••••••
letters continued from page 7

Corpus Dividus
To" the-Editor:
.
:
Ironically, with the important issues City Uni:versity faces, students have yet to be considered a
,serious resource in confronting those issues. -The
I recent chancellor's forum at Baruch proves the
,point, since manyBaruch students aware ofongoing
I CUNY problems were not invited to the event.
Our Student Government president, Andrew
,Heller, expresseddispleasure that the forum was by
:invitation only. Unfortunately, this type of exclu.sion occurs constantly in CUNY: last semester
CUNY administration held a similar forum for
i student media only, once again dividing the student
:body and depriving it of an opportunity for compreI hensive dialogue with the student press.
The current divisions can not go on if CUNY is
i to flourish as "the Harvard of the working class,"
producing graduates that will be at the forefront of
business, medicine, social welfare, politics, and education.
Maximo Javier
I

ByAvi Cohen
As next semester's registration approaches not mean that his colorful ties or his pink shirts
students may wonder which professors to take are stylish, but simply that he is an "evolving"
and which to avoid. Some choose to take an professor. He updates and changes his course
"easy" professor and others whomever hap- structure with the changing times. For inpens to fit into their schedule. Rarely does a stance, Tansey used to allow students to bring
student decide to register for a "difficult" pro- in "cheat sheets" so that they could solve prob- I
fessor. They'll only do so if the professor hap- lems by using formulas. Now, since computers
pens to have the only open section available. . can do the necessary calculations for students, , To the Editor:
Well, there is no reason to fear Professor Francis just like in the "real world"(Yes, he tries to
One would expect the Newman Library to be a
B. Tansey.
.relate class to the world outside of college), Perfect abode for the Peace and quiet necessary for
When registering for Economics 4000 I was Tansey can teach students to do harder things, serious studies. Casual observation will show that
told that Prof. Tansey is difficult and that it like thinking.
the quiet study area of the library has become a
would be best not to take his course. I decided
But if Tansey is such a good professor, then playground and conference hall for some students
to take his class anyway, and found that this so- why do so many students complain about him? who have no consideration for students with noses
called "monstrous, evil and wretched" profes- Duhhh .. .it's the subject matter, stupid! The buried deep in their textbooks.
sorhappens to be a pussycat. Not only is he a material covered in any econometrics course
The other day while at the library struggling
fair grader but he is also concerned about the anywhere in the world (except at Kingsborough with my Options class notes, I witnessed four stuwelfare of the student body at Baruch.
Community College!) is difficult.
dents throwing paper missiles at each other; right
He is a rare specimen of what a professor
Well anyway, Professor Tansey is a great behind me was a complete chatterbox who could not
should be. He encourages students to do what professor to take. No economics or finance get off the subject of her boyfriend. Last summer,
is best for them. For example, he recommends study program at Baruch is complete without a two students came to blows because one was a
taking more accounting and computer courses, dose ofTansey. And students should know that complete nuisance with his noise. While it is underasserting that employers want students to have out in the "real world," one can even mention stoodthat noise can not be completely eradicated. in
more of these. At Finance and Economics Tansey on a job interview. Chances are that a the library, efforts must be made to reduce it to the
Society meetings he outlines the courses stu- former Baruch finance or economics major will barest minimum, and to stop this kind ofjuvenile
dents should take. He is always willing to help know his name and be willing to talk about him. activity. Stepping up security patrols in the library
a student in need.
What a great way to land that finance job would be a good start.
Touy Bello-Giwah
T<? top it all .off, .heisrwith i.t." By this I.do you've always wanted-just mention Tansey!

The Unshushables
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Disunity, Disinterest Create Whine 'n' "Jeez" Party
By Coby L. Herd
Leading a media "whine" gathering (highlighted by the uncorking of a new CUNY
"activism" vintage 1996-a particularly disappointing red with a bitter aftertaste) and speaking at a standing-room-only conference of faculty, students and local print mediaon March
28, CUNY activists charged the press with
portraying City University in a negative light.
Citing an investigation by Baruch 'professor and former NBC research head Jerry
.Bor'n ein, activists Kimberely Flynn and
Yv ne LaSalle charged the press with ongoing
i ifference to CUNY and appealed to the memers of the Fourth Estate to present CUNY's
current budget problems in a non-discriminatory way.
Flynn and. LaSalle implored the media to
play fair in their reporting of the on-going
funding battles between CUNY and the Pataki
and Giuliani administrations. A source at the
New York Times, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, blamed the activists for their naivete in dealing with issues concerning the
millions of dollars the state plans to cut from
the CUNY budget. "The huge disbursement of
money involved here allows all parties to play
hardball, and if any of the so-called CUNY
activists thinks otherwise, perhaps they would
be better suited to organizing inner-city literacy programs for preschoolers. The amount
of resources at CUNY's fingertips would rival
any GOP campaign...all that seems to be needed
is competent management and an innovative
.strategy."
The conference heated up as the activists
accused the press of casting City University
achievments negatively. "I have yet to see
anything good written inthe major dailies about
CuNYlnatgets top billing," said Ms. LaSalle.
Andrew Hsaio,an editor with The ...V illage

••••••••••••••

Voice, stressed.his paper's commitment to soli-

movement against the Gulf War and fought to
darity with CUNY. But he reiterated that since save family farms. Why does it seem so hard for
there is no regularly assigned higher-education CUNY activists to effectively assemble a large
beat, "when something happens it tends to get enough constituency to challenge tuition hikes?
blown out of proportion." New York Times Are New York City college students so jaded
reporter Emily Berstein cited her short tenure with the vagaries ofeveryday life that to gather
and the fact that her editors tend to steer her a crowd in one place at one SPecific time is an
away from SUNY/CUNY related issues. "When activists' nightmare? Probably yes!
an editor assigns you to cover a particular
We seem to be raising a generation of stustory, you don't veer from said mission and dents seemingly docile, unthinking, and wholly
cover what you think is important in relation to uninterested in democracy, our right to asother issues. Secondly, it's the editors who get semble to effect change, or in anything but
the final say on what goes in the paper, what making high grades on their tests. These stugets tossed, and positional billing of any ar- dents came of age under the sway of political,
ticle."
cultural, and economic currents that convinced
Elinor Tatum, of The Amsterdam News, people to seek personal well-being over a comagreed that CUNY has lately gotten a bad rap mon social agenda.
in the dailies but stated, "what sells papers is
Granted, America's economic crunch makes
conflict. The media is always waiting for a it hard for students to take responsibility for
clash and if there's no confrontation, there's no more thanjust personal survival. Compared to
story." Xavier Castano, a reporter with El 20 years ago, they work more hours at outside
Diaro, concurred, recalling a melee during a jobs, go deeper into debt to pay for college, and
demonstration in which police rushed students. face a more uncertain economic future. In a
"1 was there and the most glaring thing that I society of clear winners and losers, students
remember is the fact that no cameras were want to ensure that they're not left out in the
clicking away until a rush-hour traffic jam, street.
compounded by police response, started an allBut personal gain should rest beneath the
out stampede to get away from the flailing tenets of social responsibility. The political
batons."
bickering presently going on betweeen the
Proposed cuts in CUNY's operating budget SLAM organization and an offshoot group headand a tuition increase (the second in two years) quartered at Borough of Manhattan Commuhas many students wondering if they will be nity College puts the kibosh on any possible
able to finish their degrees. Many students progress in the fight against tuition increases.
already work full time, and a tuition increase When two factions essentially after the same
coupled with less flexible class schedules due to ends cannot even. agree on where to hold a
operating cuts would stretch their ability to protest, we had better get our checkbooks out;
we're going to need them. The powers-that-be
maintain or increase their G.P.A.
Campuses around the country have been know just how powerless CUNY activism really
more politically active in recent years than is and we can plan on paying more for just about
popular mythology would suggest. In the past everything that's .important to us..
.
decade, students "helped trigger a .natfcnwide

• ••••••••••••••
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I Beg To Differ

Open Admissions: Open Admission of U.8. Failure
By Nancy Jancourtz
The following is a differing view from that of
Professor Stanley A. Frankel, whose article on
the CUNY open admissions policy appeared in
the March 6 issue of The Ticker.
This opinion is that of a student enrolled at
Baruch to fulfill undergraduate requirements
for an eventual master's degree in psychology.
Ther-efore, while Frankel writes from a teacher's
perspective. my own viewpoint is that of a
student.
First. I respectfully appreciate Frankel's
sincere affection for his students over the years,
and do understand the gratification he receives
from helping others to succeed, as such is also
an ongoing avocation of mine. Frankel cites
two of his students, one Israeli and the other
Japanese, each one a remarkable achiever.
Praising open admissions, under which "any
student with a high school diploma is guaranteed a place in some higher-education facility in
the city," he writes that many of his studeJilts
come out of"often horrendous high school backgrounds" in the New York City school system
and that under open admissions such individuals ar~ freely given the privilege to enter CUNY.
The horrendous truth is that precisely because New York City public schools do not
prepare students adequately for either the
workplace or higher education, the open admis_~ions policy cannot be a viable alten:ative for
solid pr-ima ry and secondary schooling. I believe Frankel's argument lacks weight because
the exemplary students he cites do not appear
to have entered Baruch through the open admissions policy at all. Rather, they represent
the immigrant student pop :.:.ttion, who .most

likely were originally educated in their respective native lands. Therein lies the impetus for
my own argument.
It has been my observation during one of
my psychology classes at Baruch that students
from foreigh lands are indeed exemplary! We
had a microcosm of the United Nations in our
classroom, which represented Africa, Asia,
South and Central America, the Mideast and

"1 believe Frankel's argument
lacks weight because the exemplary students he cites do not
appear to have entered Baruch
through the open admissions.
policy at all... they represent
the immigrant student population, who most likely were
originally educated in theirrespective native lands."
the West Indies-and about six of us, including
the teacher, were even born in the United
States!
"'
My foreign-born classmates were reared
speaking different languages, yet each and every one was able to speak, read and write
English and thus to communicate with everyone superbly. Of course, occasionally someone
would request explanation ofa particular idiom,

and in-class oral presentations produced some
rather unique pronunciations. But questions
were asked and answered and we all learned! I
shall value that class experience always. We
not only received an overview of psychology but
also benefitted from numerous and diversified
personal experiences from around the globe.
My contention is that American public
schools do not adequately stimulate scholarly
curiosity and the desire to learn. Neither do
they enable children to comprehend our own
language so as to produce well-educated persons: those who read, write and speak effectively , and investigate and research independen tly. And so remedial classes need to be
afforded them in college. This is absurd.
Upon enrollment in college, all students
should already be prepared to assume collegelevel course work. Should anyone not have
attained the prerequisite knowledge and skills,
and yet demonstrate "persistence and determination," remedial training could be provided
them before they officially start college.
Further, more emphasis should be placed
on elementary and secondary school education,
with community volunteers willing to work
after hours with children who need it. Retired
citizens would achieve immense satisfaction
helping young people reach their full potential,
And as for foreign students at Baruch who
desire assistance in the English language, why
can't some ofus natives afford them a few hours
to supply that necessary boost? I am ready,
willing and able to volunteer. America has
always welcomed new blood to our shores-and
CUNY, in the shadow of the Statue of Liberty,
should echo that legacy actively. I rest my case.
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d) Wh ere 's Dyl an?

. By Mic hael Fag ans
egor iesof expe nses . Histo rical ly, the ing on good s and servi ces
avail Alth ough a zero infla tion rate Unit ed State s has heen one
of the able forp urch ase,g ener allyb ased
is the best case scen ario, ther e is no lowe st natio ns of infla tion
perc ent- on an exce ssive crea tion ofmo ney.
reali stic optim al rate of infla tion. age rate incre ases. Chil e and
Braz il,
This activ ity redis tribu tes inThis crea ture is so dyna mic that two of the larg er viola
tors have come and weal th from the work we have been stud ying it for de- doub le digit infla tion perc entag
e rate ers and the poor towa rd the profi t
cade s and it still show s us unex - incre ases on aver age. Mos t
Ame ri- take rs and the rich, large ly bepecte d nuan ces. One reaso n infla - cans are agai nst infla tion. They
see ca'us e wage s lagg ed behi nd risin g
tion is so hard to get a hand le on is it as a drain on the natio
n that price s in infla tion and beca use
.-oec ause it is so diffi cult to isola te in lowe rs their stan dard of livin
g. It the capi talis t rich shre wdly proan econ omy with thou sand s or mil- usua lly lead s to boom , bust
, and tecte d them selve s bybu ying those
lions ofva riabl es. Long -term , shor t- depr essio n. Old infla tion, Cost
-pus h asse ts (stoc ks and land ) that rise
term , expe cted, unex pecte d, lowe r infla tion, is when exce ssive spen
d- the most in infla tion rath er than
class , midd le class , uppe r class ,
TABE L 1
----- - ------ - ~·--------------l
busin essp erson , debt or, or cred itor
dete rmin es your persp ectiv e on the
I
I
CHAN GE IN THE VALU E OF MONE Y, 1950- 70
rate of infla tion.
I
The defin ition of infla tion is as !
COUN TRY
1970 VALU E OF MONE Y
ANNU AL RATE OF
I
varie d as the color s of blue , but for !
AS % OF 1950 VALU E
DEPR ECIAT ION,
!
this pape r it is a rise in the price
COMP OUND ED ( % )
======== ======== ======== ======== ======== ====.==== ========
level , or a fall in purc hasi ng pow er
of the mon etary unit that caus es
Switze rland
62
2.3
econ omic disto rtion s and unce rWest Germa ny
61
2.4
United States
60
taint y. The Cons ume r Price Inde x,
2.5
Austra lia
56
2.9
stati stics of the Bure au of Labo r
Italy
51
3.3
Stati stics , mea sure s the chan ge in
Swede n
48
3.6
United Kingd om
price s for a mixe d bask et of good s
48
3.6
Japan
44
and servi ces. It does not mea sure
4
Mexic o
42
4.~.
the cost of achie ving ' it So no "true " ,
Franc e
.41
4.4
cost of livin g inde x has been comIndia
40
4.5
Israel
35
plied. Ther e are 100 of thes e day5.1
Spain
35
51
.to-d ay livin g item s that refle ct the
Yugos lavia
20
7.7
inde x. Food , shelt er', cloth ing,
Vietna m
14
9.4
Chile
7
trans porta tion, fuels and utilit ies,
12.5
Brazil
5
14
hous ehol d furn ishin gs and oper aSOUR CES: Oficia l consu mer price (cost- of-livin g) indexe s;
tions , ente rtain men t, pers onal
United Nation s Statist ical
Yearb ook; and Organ ization for Econo mic Coope ration and
care, and medi cal care are the catDevel opmen t public ation:
-

2. Som eon e cal ls you col lec t, usi ng 1 800 CA LL ATT .
Wh at hap pen s?
a) You acc ept bec aus e you and the per son cal ling are
aut om atic ally
ent ere d to win an inte rns hip on Bev erly Hill s, 902 10~
.b) You acc ept bec aus e It alw ays cos ts les s tha n 1 800
CO LLE CT:

1- --- --- --- --I

c) You acc ept bec aus e he/ she mig ht be Dyl an.

d) All the abo ve.

I

3. Wh at's the bes t thin g to do wh ile wa tch ing Bev erly Hill
s, 902 10~ ?
a) Stu dy.
b) Lis ten to Dav id's rap son g.

CO) Hop e for

a gue st app ear anc e by Dyl an.

-

d) Cal l a frie nd col lec t usi ng 1 800 CA LL ATT (yo u mig
ht win the Bev erly

Hill s, 902 10® inte rns hip and list en to Dav id's rap son
g in per son ).

4. You hav e to cal l you r par ent s for mo ney . Sel ect the
mo st app rop riat e sce nar io:

out of the m.

to win the Bev erly Hill s,

902 10~
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c) You 're doi ng it to get a big ger TV set .

fixed incom e asse ts like bond s. New
infla tion, dema nd-p ull infla tion, occurs when aggr egat e dem and exceed s exis ting supp lies, forci ng
price incre ases and pull ing up
wage s, mate rials , and oper ating
and finan cing costs . Thes e rises
are usua lly caus ed by unio ns seek ing wage incre ases , busi ness es'
mark ing up price s, or cost ofliv ing
adju stme nts tied to the Cons ume r
Price Inde x (CPl ). All of the infla tion incre ases are paid for by the
Ame rican taxp ayer , one way or the
othe r. This is done by purc hasin g
the item or by havi ng the gove rnmen t bailo ut majo r comp anies who
have misj udge d the rate of infla tion.
Infla tion and unem ploy men t
are inex trica bly inter twin ed. Sinc e
the majo r goal of the Unit ed State s
is to haye high emp loym ent, infla tion is a nece ssary mea ns to that
end. This cred o has been parti cularly stron g since the depr essio n of
the 1930 s whe n milli ons were unempl oyed and brea d lines were
long. No party in powe r, since then ,
has esca ped inact ion for long when

Entrepreneur an d au tho r of the new book, 'New York Fi na nc e'
:
:

inte rns hip .

Inflation has ma ny
degrees of intensity.

B ar u ch G ra d S tu d en t R o b er t M . Simmons:

a) You use 1 800 CA LL ATT bec aus e you kno w you 'll
get mo re mo ney

b) You use 1 800 CA LL ATT bec aus e tha t wa y you 'll
get ano the r cha nce

I

a ti o n
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By Son ni Cox
Dow nsiz ing is beco ming a
real ity at an incr easi ng num ber of busi ness es of all sizes .
AT& T's Janu ary anno unce men t
of thei r inte ntio ns to layo ff
40,0 00 by 1998 and IBM 's 1993
mas sive job elim inat ion are
telli ng sign s that the "lon g arm"
of dow nsiz ing is reac hing into
real ms that were thou ght to be
unre acha ble not too long ago.
And desp ite a rece nt anno unce men t by AT& T halv ing the
orig inall y anno unce d job figu re,
job secu rity has beco me a maj or focu s on the min ds of man y
Ame rican s. The New Yor k
Tim es deem ed the topic relevan t enou gh to publ ish duri ng
the week of Sun day, Mar ch 3 a
serie s of artic les on corp orat e
dow nsiz ing in Ame rica. The
Apri l 1 issu e of For tune pubconti nued on page 14
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The Appropriate Inflation Rate
continued from page 11
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Sunday, May 19, 1996
A ten kilometer fundraising walkathon
benefiting Gay Men's Health Crisis.
Start/end at the North Meadow
in Central Park.
• Sign-in 9AM.
• Opening Ceremony
9:30AM
• Walk begins lOAM
Sponsored by:

DSSG
TtCKER
BARUCH FACULTY AND STAFF
If you plan to walk with us, please fill out the coupon
below and hand deliver to:

Office of Student Life
Room 1512
360 Park Avenue South

OR

Purchasing Department
Room 1005
I 35 East 22nd Street

or mail to:

AIDS WALK NEWYORK
OLD CHELSEA STATION, RO. BOX 10
NEWYORK,NEWYORK 10114-0300

Name:

~--~.iYES

r :

Mr.

Ms.
(Please print)

Home Address:

Ape No.

City

Register me today to
walk and raise money
to fight AIDS and
support people with
HIV and AIDS.

State

Zip Code

Evening Phone (

Team Name:

Sex: Male t :

Baruch C61leg'e

Age:

J under 18 [] 18-25
t . 36-44
U 45-55

t

Female L:
[--J 26-35

[J over 55

U In addition to walking, I can volunteer to help produce the event. Please call me.

.- .
. . ..

unemployment mounts. President
Bush can attest to that. He ignored
the problem and preferred to concentrate on international issues. At
times, he said that the economy was
on the right course, although in a
. recession. In 1992, he paid ,the
politician's ultimate price. He was
not reelected. Thee people of this
country wantjobs first. This is not to
.say that everyone should have ajob.
The acceptable unemployment level
of the American people is about 5.5
percent. More unemployment would
be good, to discourage inflationary
wage demands and slow rising prices.
But, no overt policy will ever state
this objective. The New Deal, created in the 1930s, proved to everyone that massive government spending can curve unemployment when
financed through deficits. The inflation rate will surely rise and it will
be tolerated. Some think that this
knowledge is the basis for our high
employment goal. Important economic groups have discovered their
: power through the political process
to achieve goals they cannot achieve
satisfactorily through the market
place. Farmers have gotten higher
than market prices for their goods
.for years by lobbying Congress. They
are not the only group, but they are
one of the most powerful groups.
When poverty infested the retired
people, Congress raised their social
security payments. Congress intervenes in the market both direct
and devious. And the pressures on
Congress to act in these ways will
be very strong indeed if the outcome of the market is not satisfactory to the major socioeconomic
groups and individuals in the market. These groups come from the
right and the left, exerting their
power on Republicans as well as
Democrats. Another underlyingfactor ofinflation today is the end ofthe
gold standard. It provided a monetary "religion" that brought the government and the public up short
when they felt the urge to spend
more than they were taking in, both
'through the check it imposed on
expansion of the money supply to
finance new spending and through
the. international gold drain ifinflation exceeded the rate in other countries. The Federal Reserve (FED) is
playingthis role today, although they
are not entirely without pressure.
They operate according to the objectives ofeconomic and financial policy
established by the executive branch.
It is free of most partisan politics,
but must justify its monetary policy
to Congress. A balance must be made
between "main street" and "wall
street," since the two interests-are at
times conflicting. Open-market operations, required reserve ratios, and
discount rates are primary instruments used by the FED to control
the money supply available. It is the
combination ofunion-business mar.ket power and
confidence in government expansionary action against depression
that generates the high probability
of a strong upward push on costs .
and the price level in the important partially monopohzed sectors
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upon itself. Expectation increases
more spending, then more goods
are produced expecting more
spending. Nixon's wage-price freeze in 1971 underscored this problem,
Due to political pressures, this
policy did not last long. The government can guarantee high em-"
ployment, but it cannot guarantee
high employment without inflation.
Inflation has many degrees of
intensity. Creeping inflation occurs
when the upper trend of prices is
gradual and irregular, averaging
only a few percentage points per
year. This has very little effect on
the economy. Groups will anticipate the steady increase into their
financial forecasts. Also, anticipation of future prices rises and investment will stimulate the
economy. People want to buy items
before the expected price rises.
Investors(government and business) try to borrow and repay with
money that has potentially less
purchasing power. A greater concern is the growing pattern of
chronic inflation characterized by
much higher price increases, at annual rates of 10 to 30 percent in
some industrial nations and even
100 percent or more in a few developing countries. As economic distortions and negative expectation
accumulate, chronic inflation tends
to permanently ratchet itself upward. To protect yourself against
this type of inflation, you must
have a high income. The poor,
middle income, and fixed income
recipients will receive the brunt of
this economic disruption. Consum·erS 'will by gOOdS and services' to
avoid even higher prices, real estate
specuUationincreases, business concentrate on.short-term investments,
incentives to acquire savings, insurance policies, pensions, and longterm bonds are reduced because inflation erodes their future purchasing power, governments rapidly expand spending in anticipation of inflated revenue, and exporting nations suffer competitive trade disadvantage forcing them to turn to protectionism and arbitrary currency
controls. "In the extreme form.it will
become hyperinflation that will col-

lapse the whole economic system.
The most notable case is Germany
following World War II. Currency
circulation expanded more than
seven billion times and prices rose
more than 10 billion times during a
span of less than two years. United
States and France experienced
hyperinflation in the late 1700s.
USSR,Austria, Hungary, China, and
Greece are other countries who have
felt the pain. Since any links to real
assets are destroyed, the barter system is employed. Chaos is prevalent
among the economic, social, and political systems at this stage. Historically, the 16th and 17th centuries
had modest inflation rates of one to
two percent. During the American
Revolution, prices rose about 8.5
percent per month. The U.S. reported
average annual price changes as follows: 1790 to 1815, up 3.3 percent;
1815to 1850, down 2.3 percent; 1850
to 1873, up 5.3 percent; 1873 to 1896,
down 1.8 percent; 1896 to 1920, up
4.2 percent; and 1920 to 1934, down
3.9 percents This showed recurring
events of inflation, linked to wartime periods, followed by long-term
price stability. From 1940 to 1948,
during the WWII period, the annual
inflation rate was 7.0 percent. After
the war, from 1948 to 1965, the annual inflation rate increase was 1.6
percent. \Ve had chronic inflation
from the mid 1960s to the early
eighties with an annual inflationary
rate of 5.7 percent. The worst inflationyears were 1979 and 1980, when
consumer prices increased 13.3 and
12.4 percent, respectfully. Most nations suffered high inflation during
"these years except Germany. The
energy crisis played a major role to
increase the inflation rate, started
by a cartel of middle eastern countries known as OPEC. This trend
was reversed during the mid- 1980s
by tight money monetary policies.
The monetary policy with the large
drop in oil prices stabilized the inflation rate at, about 4.0 percent. John
Maynard Keynes thought thas the
money supply should be used to finance the desired level of economic
growth while avoiding financial crises and high interest rates that discourage consumption and invest-

ment.
Some have wondered if a stable
inflation rate is the best anti-inflation policy: Equitable operation measures to insure the policy are as
follows: I) wages and salaries should
be tied to a cost-of-living index, 2)
business accountingmethods should
move away from historical data, 3)
change. taxation laws on inventory
depreciation costs, 4) tie government
workers salaries to cost-of-living index, 5) government securities should
repay 'in variable dollars but in constant purchasing power, 6) regulations requiring trust funds and fiduciaries to invest in fixed-interest rate
obligations should be abolished.
These measures would eliminate
. most inequities ofinflation, yet secular inflation would still diminish
holders oftheir money value. Professor Martin Bronfenbrenner suggested in a penetrating analysis that
not only is secular inflation likely
but it also may provide an escape
valve for the excess claims of competing income groups that will keep
this income conflict from directly
destroying the capitalist, Eve enterprise system, If monetary policies
are known, there is certainty ofmoderate inflation, and people are allowed to adjust equally to expected
inflation, there is no significant difference in the effect of the rate. In
the long run everyone will be able to
adjust, butin the short run some will
be tied to fixed costs. Uncertainty
not the rate is the worst attribute of
inflation.
Our economy is too dynamic to
have an optimal rate ofinflation. We
mustfirstanalyzethesituation,ponder our options, then make an informed decision. After the decision
has been made, we hope it does what
we would like it to do. If things are
not going according to plan, we must
make adjustments to correct the
course. The optimal rate ofinflation
is an art, not a science. Trial and
error must be done.
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(Sources:
Bach, The New Inflation, (Providence: Brown
University, 1972)
Inflation and Deflation, Microsoft (R)
Encarta. Copyright (c) 1993 Microsoft Corp.

TABLE 2

'NET DEBTOR-eREDITOR STATUS OF MAJOR ECONOMIC GROUPS,
'1937-70 (IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

'\

\

1939

1949

1960

1970

HOUSEHOLDS •
UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES

+87
+3

+337
-21

NONFINANCIALCORPOAAnONS
FINANCIAl CORPORATIONS

-25
-3 -

+249
+16
-17
+17
-263

+658
-90
-187
-63
-326

. GOVERNMENTS

~8

-67
+32
-251

SOURCES: R. Goldsmith, A Study of Saving in the United States (Princeton, 1955),
tables W-14-16; Federal Reserve flow-of-funds accounts.
• Pension fund reserves of $91 billion in 1960 and $234 billion in 1970 are included
~n monetary assets, although some of these (e.g., $64 biUion in 1970) were invested
m common stocks.
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Baruch Graduate In The Spotlight
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Starting Or Growing A Business, is written by Robert M.

continued from page 11
_.~

-

lished a cover story with the
• cover headline, "How Safe is
(0
c»
Your Job?"
(j)
With the atmosphere of uno
...... certainty hovering over the job
-L:
market, more indi vid uals are
~ deciding to exchange the title
of employee for the title of entrepreneur and start their own
business. A concern of every
entrepreneur is the possibility
that they are investing personal
resources (time, money, energy)
into a venture that may not be
successful.
Some entrepreneurs who may.have a good idea
for a product or business do not
have a source of adequate funding to properly allow for the
development and growth of the
business.
However, a recently published book outlines effective
methods and sources of obtaining financing for new entrepreneurial efforts as well as existing small companies. The book,

New York Finance: Financial Strategies For Anyone

o

Simmor..s. Mr.Simmons, formerly Deputy Director of the
SmallBusiness
Administration's (SEA) Development Group located in New
York, is no stranger to CUNY.
At the beginning of his college
career, h e attended and graduated from the Borough of Manhattan Community College, and
obtained an MBA degree from
the executive MBA program at
Baruch College.
Mr. Simmons is currently
head of his own fi r m , Investar
Consulting Group. There he
consults numerous small businesses on effective methods to
obtain financing for their companies. The book is a wealth of
information for business owners presented in a clear, easy-tofollow format.
Failure to plan is planning to
fail ... a foundational principle ..
that is true when applied to any
situation. I believe that this is
the reason why the first chapter
is devoted to aiding the reader in

constructing a business plan for
potential investors and lenders.
It discusses the key bullet points
to focus your plan, including the
history of the company, financial
summary, prod ucts, markets,
and goals for the company. A

more individuals
are deciding to
exchange the title
of employee for the
title of entrepreneur
sample plan is also provided.
In the subsequent chapters,
Mr. Simmons outlines approaches of obtaining financing via many different avenues
such as through private foundation and organization grants,
government grants, venture
capitalists, credit unions,
banks, finance companies, and
SBA funding. Contact names
and addresses, as well as other
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To stem the gold
outflows, the dollar
.
was devalued to'
23.22 grains of gold.
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Thursday, April 11
6:00-8~OO pm

THE ROLE -OF
TH E J U0 I c IRRY
IN THE LRW

Conference Center
. Seventh Floor
151 .East 25 Street
New York City
RSVP: Call 212 802-2331
Fax 212 802-2340

u.s. currency policies

to a gold standard.
By Pamela Ebanks
According to Robert
The United- States Congress
passed the Coinage Act of 1 792, Guttmann, the gold standard
which linked the dollar to gold had serious shortcomings.
and silver, as a result of the Whenever the issue of money
wars hyperinflation. The coin- surpassed available gold r eage act made it possible for the
conversion of government
minted coins and bank-issued
paper money to t h e reserves
backing them. In addition, the
coinage act created fixed exchange relations between the
currencies of various cou n t r i e s
by defining each monetary unit
in terms of specific amounts of
gold.
The coi nage act inc I uded an
unrestricted right to import and serves, during boom phases,
export the precious metal at the over-extended banks would beofficially fixed ra te of exchange come subject to panic runs that
(so that it could fuction effec- forced inflated money supply
tively as world-money). The back to its "metallic" base in
often violent depressions.
bi metall ic st.an d ard of 1 792 ran
Moreover, gold flows beinto trouble (Guttmann, How
Credit -Money Shapes The tween nations would easily deEconomy, 1994, pg. GS). The stabilize their economies, forcprice of si I ver began to fall rela- ing the deficit country into deflationary adjustment and int ive' to gold. 'I'h at encouraged
people to trade in si I ver for gold creasing inflationary pressures
at the U.S. 'Mint at the ration of in the country. Other shortcomings of the gold standard men15:1 and then to exchange this
tioned by Guttmann was that
gold in the market price r a t io
of 15.5. Gold therefore began under the gold standard, doto disappear from domestic cir- mestic inflaculation, putting the United . tion was exported
to
States on a de facto silver standard. To stem the gold out- other countries to synflows, the dollar was d eva l ued
chronize the
to 23.22 grains of gold. Since
business cycle
the new mint ratio of 16: 1 exacross
the
ceeded the world-market ratio
globe.
of 15.73: 1, gold was overvalued
The gold
to reverse the flow of metals.
standard sysThis moved the United States
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Should The Gold .Standard Be Revived?
A close-up look at

~
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Organizational
Psychology .

TIME: CLUB HOURS (12:30-2:30 PM)
ROOM 306, 23RD STREET BUILDING
(SKY-LIGHT LOUNGE)

Part I:

-

MBA MPA
MSEd
MS in Business
MS in Industrial!

tRW DEPRRTMENT

reference sources are included.
In addition, information on
how and where to secure p r iv at.e and government contracts,
as well as barter exchanging as
a way to obtain specific services .without a cash outlay, is
discussed.
Wh il eMr. Simmons, an African-American, targeted this
book effort to minority entrepreneurs who often do not have
or cannot get access to financing or are not aware of the
sources of financing available,
anyone who is in sea rch of financing for their business can
apply the principles and methods presented by the author.
A series of free seminars
conducted- by Simmons sponsored by Microsoft will be held
at Microsoft's New York headquarters from April to December
of this year. Copies of the book,
which lists at $22.99, will be
available at the seminars.
For more information about
the book and the seminars, contact Investar Consulting Group
at 1-800-577-3838.

0

FOOD AND BEVERAGES \\'ILL BE SERVED

j
,

lems from its inception. Major
effective and complicated the crises prompted different reacjob of the Fed 1. The gold stan- tions from different countries.
dard that began to emerge in The country losing gold was
1819 and had come into effect threatened by a convertibility
by 1879, functioned well until crisis, had to raise interest
1914. Its most important at- rates to attract funds from
tributes was its role in fixing abroad; while other countries
the exchange rates and its ad- had to loosen domestic credit
justment mechanism to equate conditions to make funds availtrade balances between coun- able to the central bank experitries. Surplus countries expe- enci ng difficulties. Furtherrienced net inflows of gold, more, central banks and govwhich allowed money supply ernments discounted bills on
and credit at home to expand behalf of the weak-currency
more rapidly.
country or lent gold to its cenThat in turn, tended to feed tral bank.
inflationary pressures. As a reFixed rates were too rigid
sult, increased prices made the and could not adj ust properly
industries of the surplus na- to reflect underlying changes
tion less competitive, causing in the relative competitiveness
imports to rise and exports de- of differen t cou n tries. Al though
c lin e _ Co u n t r i e sin a de fi cit the gold standard tended to corwould go through the reverse rect
trade
imbalances
sequence.
automatically,it did so in a
Gold outflows forced the highly destabilizing manner. It
money supply and credit activ- put national economies through
ity to shrink. This reduced eco- major inflationary or deflationnomic activity. Once prices and ary shocks.
wages began to fall, the trade
Moreover, the effecti veness
. balance would improve in the of specie flow adjustments dewake of decreasing imports and pended crucially. on how rapincreasing exports. The fixed idly prices responded to
exchange rate system gave the changes in the money supply,
monetary and how sensitively foreign
system a trade reacted to changes in reladegree of tive money prices.
stability.
But
to be continued next issue
according
to Barry
Eilingreen,
the gold
standard
had probt e m made monetary policy less
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WALK FOR SOMEONE YOU LOVE
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SIGNING UP
PL·EASE STOP BY AT:
DA Y SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
AT

360 PARK AVE SOUTH, ROOM 1531'
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A TRIP TO THE UNITED
STATES HOLOCAUST MUSEUM
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Career Fair
April,25, 1996
OLOE, America's Full Service Discount Broker 5\.1 ,
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the stock brokerage business.
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4-12 month paid training program
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By Stacy-Ann Foster and
Ellen Steigman
On Sunday, March 17, 90
college students from the New
York area travelled to the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, D.C. This trip was
unique in that half of the 90
students were Jewish and half
were African Americans. Seven
Baruch students took part in
the Trip. They were Mi ke
Aminov, Robin Bryce, StaceyAnn Foster, Richard Holub,
Kar l e n e
Lawrence,
Rita
Millerman, and Obonne Ofiaja .
The trip began Saturday
night, when the group left
Queens College. After an overnight stay in Washington, D.C.,
we arrived at the museum,
where our group was given an
orientation and then given time
to explore the museum at our
own pace. After a short lunch
break at George Washington
University Hillel, we returned
to the museum for more touring
and a debriefing by Dr. Michael
Berenbaum, Director of Re-

search at the Museum and an
expert in the field of genocidal
studies.
Dr. Michael Berenbaum
spent over an hour with our
group, answering questions and
discussing not only the Jewish
Holocaust, but the recent genocides in Rwanda and Bosnia. In
response to questions from stu-

Shur, the director of Queens
College Hillel and leader of
the trip, Mr. Taub felt that the
trip was an opportunity to create an open dialogue between
young African American and
Jewish students, and to share
in the common experiences of
the two communities.

~~~t::~O:a;~~~,B~~o:~~~t~ ~:::~B'aftOl1,'S
discussing why there are prob-··

~f~~at:_~a~e~~ct~es~:~::~n~~~

N'ot'~e':""":STA:'CY;;'"

ANNFOcST~'ER':IS .

past the two groups workedTHE··PRESlD:ENT"

~~~hcs::~:et~',t~:~:f~::y:~ c:~~

STEIGMANISTHE
talking about feelings. It's i lDIRECTOltOFTHE
logical to try to compete."
HILL E L
New YO~{~~~~z~;i:Yw~;I~~;: COMMUNTERCEN-

possible by a donation from
David Taub, a local businessman. According to Rabbi Moshe

TER AT BARUCH
C OLLE'G E .

By Jennifer Rappaport
As some of you 'may already
know, the March of Dimes will be
having its annual WalkAmerica on
Sunday, April 28th. WalkAmerica
is the March of Dimes largest
fundraiser. All the money the walk
raises will go towards the prevention and cure of birth defects.
Baruch College is well
known for supporting worthy
causes. This is the first time Baruch
is participating in this event and we
are ho.ping that this will be a huge
sucess to be continued on to next
year. We strongly encourage anybody who has some kindness in
their heart to help support the
"Campaign for Healthier Babies."
Come walk with us. You will be recognized for your contibution.
WalkAmerica '96 will be
filled with fun activities, and various prizes willbe given depending
on the amount of money raised by
the individual or team.
Anyone interested in walking can sign up in the DSSG office,
360 PAS Room 1531. We look forward to walking with you.

FOUR BARUCH STUDENTS TELL OF THEIR
EXPERIENCE OF THE U. S • HOLOCAUST MUSEUM

let's talk ataJt it

If you possess excellent communication skills, general market knowledge and the desire to excel, see
us at the Career Fair on April 25, 1996.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair Cedi:

"Walk for someone
you love"
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By Ellen Steigman
Recently some Baruch College students took a trip to the
US Holocoust Museum. Here
are some of their experiences:
Stacey-Ann Foster, President of BASS
First and foremost, we
have to thank David Taub and
his family for providing this remarkable experience. It's hard
to say that the museum is'good'
because it deals with such a difficul t subject matter. It's a
beautiful architectural structure, and the museum was very
well organized."
The chronology and the
artifacts help take you from
today's life and bring you back
to that time. For example,
walking through an actual train
car that transported the perse-.
cuted to the camps ... just made
you realize how real this was.
You could almost feel the pres-

ence of the people who had been
there. There's no way it could
be 'a conspiracy of the Jewish
people' like some people claim
Foster especially remembers a part of the museum where
piles of shoes were displayed.
The shoes were taken from the
victims when they were forced to
disrobe upon arrival at the concentration camps, before they
were either immediately murdered or slowly murdered by being worked to death.
I focused particularly on
one shoe. It was a woman's
slingback, high-heeled shoe. I
created a picture in my mind of
what this person looked like,
what she expected out of coming
to this new destination. And all
I can think of, looking back now,
is that she had no idea what was
coming, or what was going to
happen to her.

Foster lives on the border of Crown Heights, Brooklyn, where tensions exploded a
few years ago between two
groups who she describes as
"the h aue-riot s and the h.aueless."
The situation in Crown
Heights could happen between
any two ethnic groups. The
parties involved in that situation are two distinctive populations within the NYC area.
the Hasidim are a minority
within the Jewish population,
and Caribbean Blacks are a
minority within the AfricanAmerican Community. Neither of these groups has the
controlling power in the city,
but we're fighting against
each other. It's silly!
By going on this trip,
some stereotypes that I had
were confirmed, but others

were definitely dissolved. This
was just a beginning for the
groups to start seeing each other
as individuals, where you can no
longer stereotype or make generalizations. I definitely saw the
commonalties between the African Holocaust(Africans being enslaved) and the Holocaust that
took place in Europe.
To Stacey, the ultimate lesson
from Michael Berenbaum's discussion with our group is that "Once
you get past 'the stereotypes, the
competition of suffering, you get
down to just being, when you go
past that you are able to resolve
those differences, you come down
to being just two human beings.
You can talk, you can joke, you can
relate to each other's emotions and
pasts, then you can collaborate and
work together to better the world."
continued on page 20
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a) None.
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b) Fewer than five times.

Vic:tu.-e§ and c()mpilaU()n

c) 1 800 CALL ATT.

0>

b~

Va()la Ma.-()£t:hl

WHAT ARE YOUR P
S
FOR SPRING BREAK 1996?

d) Where's Dylan?

2. Someone calls you collect, using 1 800 CALL ATT. What happens?
a) You accept because you and the person calling are automatically

II

b) You accept because it always costs less than 1,800 COLLECT:

I

c) You accept because he/she might be Dylan.

entered to win an internship on Beverly Hills, 90210~

I

!

d) All the above.

3. What's the best thing to do while watching Beverly Hills, 90210~?
a) Study.
/

b) Listen to David's rap song.

cl Hope for a guest appearance by Dylan.

PEGGY MONESTIME, LOWER
SOPHOMORE
"Go to the rnovfes, sfeep, hang out
with friends."

TAMICA DURAN, LOWER
SOPHOMORE
''I':mgoing to. do lilY hotne"'Qrk, go
shopping, .go to parties, arad.r'elax;
as well as go to church for Easter."

PAUL LAMMEY, GRADUATE
•
STUDENT
''I'm. taking m.y girlfriend to
Toronto to Dleet m.y parents."

MICHAEL WEISS, LOWER SENIOR

d) Call a friend collect using 1 800 CALL ATT (you might win the Beverly

~

~

Hills, 90210® internship and listen to David's rap song in person).

4. You have to call your parents for money. Select the most appropriate scenario:
a) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because you know you'll get more money

out o·f them.
b) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because that way you'll get another chance

to win the Beverly Hills, 90210® internship.
c) You're doing it to get a bigger TV set.

d) All the above.
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"Celebrate the holiday of Passover
and study for tests. I'm. going to be
working."

- AT&T
- Your True Choice
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Museum Experiences
.• ...continued from page 17
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Rita Millerman has been to
Yad Vashem, the Holocaust museum in Israel. She found herself comparing to two museums,
but then realized, "that I should
stop comparing. It is one history that has always touched
me. It is difficult to know that
it actually happened to people
from my family ... how people
could act like this, building
these camps and attempting to
destroy a whole people. It is
important to vis,it the museum
and to learn about it... research
and teaching from the personal
perspective are very important. "
Richard Holub was especially moved by the end of the
m us e u m. "The last exhibit in
the museum is a large video
screen, upon which survivors of
the holocaust relate their experiences. Many of these survivors were children who were
hidden during that time.
Robin Bryce had the following to say, "Whenever someone asks about my trip to the
Holocaust Museum, I relate my
experience from a two-fold perspective, the trip to and from
the museum and the museum
itself.
Being in the museum
was quite an intriguing and eye
opening endeavor. I was absolutely amazed by the level or or-
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By Marcio Silva
ganization, and the propensity
A touch of passion, a bit Baruch, including last years
for hate of the nazi party. ,. of lust, squeeze some suspense Androcles and the Lion, and
Growing up in Barbados I had
and add lots of blood. Welcome Cabaret from the year before.
one Jewish friend. We were
to a bloody toast.
Professor Ferrar decided
The small and particu- to prod uce and direct Bram
taught about Judaism, and the
larly involving space creates a St.r oke rs Dracula because it
Holocaust in school, but we always felt divorced from the isfeeling that the audience and was primarily an entertaining
sue. This trip changed that.
actors are part of the same act. play. "When I mentioned about
In fact, you might even feel a the play, the students got all exIt was also quite shocking to
learn' how the greater develchill up your spine as Count cited," says Ferrar, "So I
Dracula's noble Transylvanian thought that it would be a good
oped nations took it upon
. voice breaks the morbid si- play to direct."
themselves to have a policy of
non-intervention. Even more
lence. So cover your necks and
Professor Ferrar went
bring the crucifixes.
so, it is quite disturbing to r-eover 10 different Dracula ver"It's a complete stretch sions and found The Passion of
alize that injustice of this
to play something totally dif- Dracula. According to Professcale are still common-place in
ferent from my reality. When . sor Ferrar, the play is relatively
this era, of peace and underI'm on stage I totally immerse mode r n and has a good dose of
standing.
myself into Dracula's charac- humor.
A trip such as this
ter," says Michael Ou, a
would normally be quite tax"The play had pretty
ing, but being embraced by
Baruch senior who plays much what I wanted," says Proeveryone on the bus, feeling
Count Dracula.
fessor Ferrar. "It had more
misplaced was less of a factor.
Theatron club, the old- women characters than the
What I experienced aboard
est club at Baruch College, other plays. It also had only
that bus was a cornucopia of
will be holding in its 70 seat one setting and it had the right
age-old tradition and way of
theater studio the play The number of characters that I
life. They were many firsts for
Passion of Dracula, by Bob could use for the space we have
me, Kosher food, learning
Hall and David Richmond, in the studio."
about dr es s- the meaning of
based on Bram Stroker's
Professor Ferrar and assym boIs, and I even learned some
Dracula. It will be running sistant Roberta Ransaw, sefrom April 9 to the 13.
Yiddish words.
lected nine students out of the
The Passion of Dracula . forty who auditioned. The cast
In all my visit to the muis produced and directed by started to rehearse on February
seum was a phenomenal experiTheater Professor Elenor 26 and will continue to rehearse
ence and I would recommend it
Ferrar, who has produced and
continued on page 25...
to anyone.
directed over 25 plays at
Editors Note: Another trip is being
planned for the Fall semester. Ifyou are
interested in going, please contact Ellen
Steigman in the Hillel Office, Room 1511,
360 PAS.
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proximately 1,500 students to
be without the assistance of Pell
and TAP? We are talking about
$11,000,000 stolen, from Bernard M. Baruch College. Prior
to the February 5th meeting
there was a budget meeting
held in the Administrative
Building with various executives, faculty members, and students from both the day and
evening session. Spearheading
this meeting was Dr. Ronald
Aaron, Dean of Students. Also
in attendance was Dr. Sam
Johnson. Vice President, Dean
of Students; Dr. Carl Kirschner,
Director, Student Support Services; Dr. Carl Aylman, Director
Student Life; Mr. James
Murphy, -Di recto r of Financial
Aid; Eric Thorson; Editor-InChief of "'The Ticker"; David
Ortiz, Op-Ed Editor of "The
Ticker"; Andrew Heller, President DSSG, and myself, President of ESSA, with two other
Baruch Faculty members.
This meeting's sole was
not just to discuss the cause and
effect of the budget, nor was it
just to air out our dislike towards the individual who is behind this selfish scheme but for
students and faculty to finally
come together and work togetbe~. ..~."~t8';. ~s~jally
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Because of our size and our exclusive
focus on serving the needs, of educational and
research communities, TlAA-CREF's costs are
among the lo\.vest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries. I
In fact, Mor-ningstal", Inc. -one of the
nation's Ieading sources of variable annuity
and mutual fund information c--sags, "CREF's
size...enables it to realize a remarkable economy
of scale." 2 According to 'Morningstar's data,
CRI~F's "rnin u sc ulc " O.33CYo average fund
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We make low expenses a high' priority.
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At TlAA-CREF: we believe people would

expense charge was less than half that charged

like to spend more on retirement, not on their
retirement company. If you'd like to see how
our approach can help keep more ofyour money
working for you} call us at 1 800 842-2776

by comparable funds.')

(8 a.rn. to ] I p.m. ET, w_eekdays). We'd consider it a compliment.

The TlAA Traditional Annuity also charges
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the 2,578 ",triable annuity funds tracked by,Momin!,rstar.
the average fund had annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24 1y'). Source: Morningstar. Inc.. for periods
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TIAA-CREF seeks perfonnance, not profit.
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TIAA-CRgF expenses aresubject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CRE-F is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed.
The value ofyour investment can go up or down: no matter what expense levels are. CRI~F certificates are distributed by TIAA-CRgF
.l~di;'iduaran<.rlnSiilutional Services. For more complete information. including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733. extension 5509.
for a current ~REF' prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: IIt95.
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no fees aside from a very modest operating
expense of 1/4 of 1% of annuity assets. Interest
and dividends are reported after all operating
costs have been deducted. Standard & Poor's
calls TIAA's costs"exceptionally low.""
'Of course, expenses ~re only one fact~
to consider when 'you make an investment decision. While we're committed to keepi"ng our
expenses down, we spare nothing in striving to
provide top-quality investment choices, financial
expertise, and personal service. Because that
can make a difference in the long run, too.

course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. That way more of your money goes where it
should -towards building a comfortable future.
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Editors Note: Pamela MitcheU is
the President of the &emng Session
Student Assembly
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ricular activities at Baruch college, is worth having this institution remain on the map.
As the President of the
Evening Session Student Assembly of Baruch College, I implore all students to become active in the forums that you are
given, in the various meetings
that are held during club hours,
or any meetings that are held
for
your
benefi t
of
awareness ... GET INVOLVED
even if it means sitting in a
meeting for 10 minutes, or just
relaying the message to another
student who can speak on behalf of you.
There is opportunity for
everyone to walk into the open
doors that the faculty and the
student governments on campus have opened for you. Take
charge. All we need is a little
help from our friends. If you
are interested in helping contact Ms. Pamela Mitchell, President ESSA or Mr. Andrew
Heller, President DSSG at 360
PAS 15th floor.
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Welcome back from spring break! Start the
second half of the semester off on the right
foot, WRITE FOR FEATURES. -

evening students, now more
than ever, are being asked to
help. Let the faculty know what
we, as a whole, can do together
to overcome obstacles. Sure
many of us who are graduating
or will have finished being a
student at Baruch College, have
this nonchalant attitude and
statement to go with it, "I'm
graduating this semester so I
REALLY don't care what is
wrong with this song. So why
should I begin to start worrying
now?" Why you ask? Let me reiterate the statement that Dr.
Ronald M. Aaron told us during
our meeting on Thursday, January 30th. "As time goes by and.
the tuition hikes/bpdget cuts
proceeds to not only eliminate
many financial programs and
students as well, who is to say
that the Bernard M. Baruch
College will no longer exist?" Is
this a bit too extreme? Yes.
How would you like to find out
that 5 to 10 years down the line
during an interview that at that
time Baruch College "was" an
institution as oppose to a "surviving" institution. I really do
not know about you but all this
hard work, time and sweat that
I am putting towards my degree
and towards my participation in
the day aBel eveD.iag extraeur-

I P L L S
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By Pamela O. Mitchell
Lend me your ear and I
will sing you a song that is most
definitely out of key. Pataki, la,
la, lao Drastic changes in the
TAP and Pell Grant, la, da, dee,
la, da, da.
On Saturday, February
5th at the Borough Manhattan
Community College(BMCC) an
informal meeting was held with
all the presidents of each college university. Conducting
this informal gathering was Mr.
\Villiam Negron, Chair of the
University Student Senate.
U n(ortuna te ly, due to the very
cold weather, those presidents
that did attend. re p re se n t i.ng'
their university and student
governments, were New York
City Tech, City College,
LaGuardia Community College,
Hunter College, BMCC, and
representing Baruch College
was Andrew Heller, President of
DSSG(Day Session Student
Government), and myself,
President of the ESSA(Evening
Session Student Assembly).
The most important topic
during the round table discussion was the budget cuts and
the effects ,hat it will have on
the students in the future. Are
you aware that the effects on
the b"udget cut wilL cause ap-

c:
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LITTLE HELP FROM OUR FRIENDS
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Professor Ferrar says
that the whole concept of putting a play together is not only
an incredible amount of work
but also a unique experience to
everyone involved in the process. "Every play is different
from the other," she says, "but
at the end, it's incredibly worth
it. The students love it."
Even though Professor
Fer-rars extensive experience is
.a safe pass to the success of the
play, she still carries the emotion that is typical among every
director before the play opens.
"Every play we've' done has
packed the theater,", she says,
"And I hope this will to."
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INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN .

P.R.LD.E.
(PUERTO RICANS FOR

.i::

0-

«

FELLOWSHIP

INVOL~DEVELOP
~ANDENLIGIITMENT)

We are an ever growing happyfamily; where
you can meet people that are notjust Puerto Rican
but, of other nationalities. We're a place where
you can feel welcome, where everyone looks out
for everyone else. We'll help you out with school,
friends, and family problems. We are a place to go
to on a rainy day-to talk, laugh, and relax from
school and family stress. We throw parties, watch
movies, learn new things about other people's cultures' including our own.
'We meet in the 26th street building in Room
1421 everyday but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
Hispanic Week - April 29 -

May 2
Monday, April 29 Guest speaker
Tuesday, April 30 - Food
Festival
Wednesday, May 1 - Fashion
Show
Thursday, May 2 - LWe Band (During the
street fair in front of the 25th street building.)
1

ASEDOM
Association of Domincan
Students.
'Ne at ASEDOM are a culturally based organization. We believe in preserving our heritage while
exposing other ethnic groups to the historic background and customs of our Caribbean life we are
interested in meeting new people who are serious
and dedicated to changing the Latino image to a
more positive one while having tons offun doing it.

Ifyou would like to find out more, drop by room
1512 of the 360 PAS building and drop a note in the
ASEOOM mail box. Leave your name and a telephone number where you can be reached.

The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
1. To lead others to personal faith in
Christ as Lord and Savior
2. To help Christians grow toward maturity in their Christian faith by study of the
Bible, by prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
G-d's role for them
UPCOMING EVENTS: (Events are held
in 360 PAS)
April 11- Game Day Room 1541
Club office is located in 360 PAS Room
1447.
General Meetings are in room 1910 or as
otherwise posted on flier (during club hours)
Thursday Evening Bible Study: 360 PAS
Room 1543 from 6-7pm.
Prayer every Tuesday Room 1509 from
12:45-1:30pm

THE SOCIETY
FOR HUMAN·RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (S.H.R.M.)
The society for Human Resource
Management, which is affiliated with the
National Organization, provides Human
Resource majors, and other interested students, with the oppo~nity to interact with
faculty and professional practitioners in
the Human Resource and other Business
Management areas.
Professionals come in and give advice in areas such as resume writing, critiquing, and interviews, and also, giving insight into what prospective employers are
looking for in job applications.
An important benefit ofSHRM membership is the ability to regularly network
with professionals, giving students the
much needed -contacts for entering the
toughjob market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays
during club hour at 360 PAS, Room 1816.

pm ETA SIGMA

CHINESE
National Honor Society
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
~e meet in room 424 in the 26th Street build..·
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that
ing from 12:45 to 2:15pm.
there is only one True G-d, the G-d of Israel. We
. Scheduled general meetings are:
believe in the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal
April 11
Trinity ofthe Father, SonandHolySpirit. We also
April 25
believe that Jesus Christ was sent from Heaven to
May 9
Earth to serve as a sacrifice on the cross for our
sins. Believing and living by G-d's commandments
We are coordinating walkers and volunteers will bring salvation. He will return to earth to esfor the March Of Dimes, WalkAmerica on Sunday, tablish His kingdom ofrighteousness and peace. We
April 28, 1996. We encourage all interested. stu- are here to spread the Gospel to the campus of
dents to pick up a sponsor sheet at the Dean ofStu- Baruch College with an emphasis on the
dents Office, room 1702 360 PAS or call 212-802- Chinese(American and overseas born) students.
6820 for more information.
We meet every Thursday at 12:25-2:30pm

BETAALPHA PSI

CLUB COUNCIL
UPDATE
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By Kumarie Bhoop

the grid's effect on clubs and the
a~
new time grid.
g&~".a/:a:.g.
This will be an addition
PONSOREDBY THEDEPARTMEIITO
to the report on the grid survey
TUDENT DEY£LOPMENTAND
being distributed throughout
OUNSELING
the college. The intent of the
resolution is to show our administrators how students feel
about this time grid and ask
them to take the necessary ac- America's Job Bank - nationwide
tions to correct this grave injus- job listings
http://www.ajb.dni.us/
tice to the student population.
Club Council is in its infant stages but is now an oper- Business Job Finder - Job reating entity within DSSG and sources in accounting, finance and
will continue to grow and de- consulting
velop more effective communi- http://cob.ohio-state.eduJdeptJfin/
cation among student leaders of . osujobs.htrn
today and tomorrow.
'
Editors note: Kumarie Career Magazine - Job opportuniBhoop is the Day Session Stu- ties in the US
dent Government Executive http://www.wcareermosaic.com

This year, the Club
Council was created for the purpose of uniting students. The
council is a collection of all of
the officers of the clubs and organizations at Baurch. It was
designed to be an arena for student leaders to come together
and discuss the problems and
issues faced by students and the
Baruch community·as a whole,
It was also designed not only for
discussion and resolution but
for the purpose of taking appropriate act iona when necessary.
I t needs to be understood
that communication is a very
important tool and when used
The Passion of Dracula, effectively can help to bring
is a play in three acts, by Bob about change. In a time when
Hall and David Richmond based budget cuts are relentless and
on Strokers Dracula. Directed new scheduling grids are being
and p r o du ce d by Eleanor implemented, students need to
Ferrar, set designing by be made-aware. of these situaAriadne Condos.
Starring tions and what it will mean for
Carlos Infante (Dr. Cedric our futures at Baruch. Club,~
Seward); Hayden Greene (Lord council is a means by which this
Godalming); Janie Kim (Mrs. can be accomplished.
In the March meeting
Jameson); Michael Ou (Count
Dracula); Roger Aquilera (Pro- (club council meets once a
• fessor Van Helsing);. Sammy month), the impact of the new
Montero
(Mr.
Re i nf'i e l d ): grid on club hours was dis·Stephani Lessen (Dr. Helga Van cussed. Club leaders stated
Za n d t ) ;
Teddy
Kurtas that the scheduling of classes
(Jonathean Harker); and Tessa puts a serious dent on club
Liebman (Wilhemina Murray)
'hours and really diminishes the
April 9 - 12 at 8 PM. April time students have to gather
13 at 2 PM and * PM. Tickets and socialize with each other.
$5. Theatron's box office - 17
The council has formed a
Lexington Avenue, room 9.1l. task force that will be writing
up a resolution stating the stuInformation 387-1345 .
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Career Mosaic - Technical job listings from specific compaines
http://www.careermosaic.com

'EXpeRIENCE
CAMPUS LIFE
AND HAVE FUN
DOING IT!!!

CareerPath - searches classifiedes
in major newspapers
http://www.careerpath.coml
Career Web - listings ofjob across
the US
http://www.cweb.comJ
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COnTACT IRA HERSCH,
FERTURE& EDITOR AT
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I-lillel. Notes:
By Ellen Steigman
Director, Hillel Commuter Center
at Baruch College

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR
SOCI£IY

-.
Now is the time to
check the Baruch Bulletin
for academic due dates.
For example, students who
have completed the junior
status courses should file
for junior status at the
Registrar's office. In that
way you will not have to
make a personal appearance in the Business
School Curricular Guidance Office for a permission number.

THE BARUCH ARCHERY CLUB

Golden Key National Honor Society is an inMembership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an ternational academic organization committed to
What is archery? You've seen it in the movies; instant scholarly recognition. Beta Alpha Psi in- recognizing and encouraging scholastic achievethe various Robin Hood films being the most memo- vites guest speakers who are recognized. in their ment. The 235 chapters around-the country and in
rable. It's been seen in the media types as simple as fields and who are decision makers in human re- Australia are also active in community services on
a comic book, and in events as grand as the Olym- sources departments at potential employers. The a national and local level. To become a member
pic games. And yet, most people only have a vague Big Six Accounting firms are focusing less on the . students must have completed at least 61 credits,
campus interview and are putting far greater reli- m'nimum 28 completed at Baruch, and attain a GPA
notion ofjust what the sport is all about.
ance on pre-identification. These firms have devel- of3.25 or higher. The programs and activities ofthe
So, why not drop by and check it out. Wewould oped a hiring preference for members ofBetaAlpha Baruch College Chapter are open to all students.
be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We Psi. Therefore, we invite you to become a member
The officers of the chapter can be contacted
provide all the equipment and no experience is nee- of Beta Alpha Psi in order to leverage your partici- through the Dean ofStudents Office, 360 PAS, Room
pation in our society for yourjob search. Please look 1702, (212)802-6820. The general meetings of the
essary.
)
for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for chapter are scheduled for April 11 at 12:45 in Room
Archery practices are held every Friday morn- the meeting dates and room numbers. You do not 1814 360 PAS; April 12 at 5:45 in Room 1539 360
ing from 8:30 to 10:30 am. It is located in the 6th have to be a member to attend the meetings.
PAS; May 9 at 12:45 in Room 1814360 PAS and
floor gym at the 23rd street building.
May 10 at 5:45pm location TBA
Scheduled Events.(not all are listed due to
All are welcome.
page constraints. Contact Golden Key for more information).
Adopt a school, where students volunteer on
BARUCH ACHIEVERS
weekly basis as teacher's assistants at PS 2. Call
The goal ofour organization is to uplift students by providing them with valuable information about coordinator Kim Villanueva at (516)231-1670.
current issues that we feel is pertinent to them. The topics ofout events range from surfing the Internet,
Shadow days program provides high school
dressing for al interview, to financial planning on an individual basis.
students with the opportunity to experience first
We hOJ .e that the activities we promote help to better prepare Baruch students for their future, as hand life at college. To participate call Renata colon
well as bring tnem closer together, in an environment where there is cultural diversity.
at 212-802-6820
Meetings are Thursdays Room 1862 360 PAS from 12:35-2:20.
Scheduled events are: April 11: Women's Health Issues and April 18: Dress for Success-dressing
for the interview and beyond. Emma Sosa, Image Consultant will guestspeak,

April 15: File income tax,
File for junior status (completion of 55 credits for full-time
students and Business English
.~100, 2150, Math 2001, 2006,
Eco 1001, 1002, CIS 1357, Law
1101, and Stat 2000)
File for Change of Degree
Objective for the next term in
the appropriate office of curricular guidance.
April 22:· Apply for over,
~

1

Last day to resign from
classes with a "W" grade. A "W"
grade is a non penalty grade.
Remember a professor cannot
withdraw you from a class without a penalty to you. If the professor gives you a "WU" or "WF"
grade it is a withdrawal that is
counted as a failure grade.
May 17: Apply for permission to attend other institutions
for next term.
May 31: Resolve incomplete and absent grades from
the previous term. If you do not
those grades become "F" grades.
.
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cent were murdered in the Holocaust. Approximately 5 million people who were not Jewish, including the haridicapped,
Gypsies, homosexuals, political
prisoners and those who tried
to help those persecuted
peoples, Were murdered. There
will be information posted and
events planned during that
week. Please keep an eye out
for publicity about these programs.
Tuesday, April 23 is Israeli Memorial Day (Yom
Haz ikaron), which is immediately followed by Israeli Independence
Day
(Yom
Ha'atzmaut) on Wednesday,
April 24. Jewish holidays begin the night before the holiday, and there will be a large
party for Jewish college students on Tuesday night at
9:00pm. The location is 215 W.
28th Street (7th/8th Aves) and
the price is $7 with invitation,
$10 without. Invitations can
be picked up at the Hillel office,
360 PAS Room 1511. (212)8026808.

Happy Passover! April is
a busy month for us Jews!
When this issue of The Ticker
goes to print, we will be in the
middle of the Jewish holiday of
Passover, which commemorates
the Exodus of the Jewish people
from Egypt over 2000 years ago.
One of the other names for
Passover (Hebrew, Pas ach ) is
the "Holiday of Spring." During this time, Jewish people eat
unleavened bread (matzah) and
refrain from eating any foods
with leavening in them, as a
way of remembering the
miracles that G-d performed by
taking us out of Egypt. There's
lots more to the story... please
stop by the Hillel office for more
information.
In this issue of the
Ticker, there is an article about
a visit to the U.S. Holocaust
Museum. This year, Holocaust
Memorial Day is on Tuesday,
April 16. Each year, this day is
.se t aside to remember the
atrocities and the people who
suffered in the Holocaust. Approximately 6 million Jews of
European and North African de-

load or other permission for
next term. You apply for credit
overloads in the appropriate
curricular guidance office. You
must have an overall GPA of
2.75 or better to be eligible for
an overload. Once 'you register
for an overload you cannot drop
those classes so be sure that you
can devote the time to the extra credits you have signed up
to take.
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By Karen Holder, Will GaJnate ,
and Frances Mazzucca

---

What better way to start
your spring break than having
a four-hour bus ride? Well, this
is how the Baruch Chapter of
Golden Key National
Honor Society began their
journey to the Society's regional conference in Newton, Massachusetts. The
sixteen member Baruch
delegation was part of the
more than twenty-five universities present.
Upon arriving at the
Sheraton
Hotel,
the
evening began with "icebreakers and team builders" where the delegates
had the opportunity to
meet and talk with members from other chapters.
The reception continued
well into the night and by
the end of the evening, the
Baruch delegation was eagerly
anticipating Saturday's activities.
The second day of
The Baruch chapter of the Golden Key National Honor
the conference was a full day,
Socie-ty at the regional conference in Newton,
with workshops presented by
Massachusetts
various chapters and sponsored
by well known companies like
KPMG Peat Marwick, General a series' of special personal de- off by a regional dinner where
Electric, and Aetna Insurance. velopment workshops that in- Baruch won awards for having
The Baruch chapter partici- cluded "Competing in the new the largest delegation attending
pated in the workshops with
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GOLDEN KEY SHINES
AT REGIONAL CONFERENCE
President, Renata Colon, conducting a seminar for chapter
leaders. Other workshops included those for chapter development and activities as well as

job market," "Effective Communication and In terviewing
Skills," and "Balancing Corporate and Personal Values."
The evening was capped

1

and outstanding entertainment.
Renata Colon also won the first
Jean-Pierre Koniaris Memorial
Scholarship which awards those
chapter leaders who have demonstrated outstanding
commitment to Golden
Key.
All was not work at
this regional conference.
The night ended with a
party on the famous Boston Tea Party Ship.
Baruch let the crowd on
the dance floor and carried
the sway into the early
morning hours.
The conference offi. cially concluded with
breakfast on Sunday
morning. The Baruch delegation returned tired but
with renewed commitment
to their chapter and the
Baruch community at
large.
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THE SECTION OF THE TICKER THAT IS DEVOTED TO YOUR SHORT STORIES,
POEMS , OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF ENGLISH LITERATURE OF YOUR CREATION

LOVE?!

NEW SPRING
By Ira M. Hersch

It is a word that I am so in
love with.
It is a word I still do not
tr ully understand.
But I exist in a verv cruel
-'

world.

vvhere people take advantage
of such a
Kind and wonderful wor ld.
I believe love can mend
eternal wounds,
bring forth life, end wars,
establish

Peace and give you great
happiness.
Love is powerful and poi-

gna-nt.
Once before, our kind were
knights of
. chivalry, samaurai of honor,
and poets
of romance.
But my kind has changed
from Knights to
Beasts, angels to de-mons.
Perhaps I am amongst the
last of my
Kind ...

In the whirlpool of where
Illusion meets reality,
Where death and life
converge,
The instant lightning and
thunder is created,
This, is the realm of The
Watcher.
The Spring has come
.
ag ai n ,
As it w i ll in the future,
As it has in the past,
As it is here now.

The search for us continues,
'Till next spring.

In the death of the dark
winter.
It is also a period of
reflection.
I look around now and
realize
That things are foreign.
Things are unknown.

&UBmIT YOUR LITER-8RH CRERTIOD!i. WHETHE
ITIS H POEm DR HSHORT
STORY, GET IT PRinTED In
THE TICKER.

It, to brings with it,
A new beginning,
A new hope,
And a shredding of the
past.

Soon we will be able to
see ,

The buds on the trees,
Turn into brand new
leaves,
And with that new life is
formed,
On the peaceful swaying
tree.

The seasons have now
come full circle;
Since the last time it was
sprmg.
A year ago we were
known by all.
A year later we are
known by none.

The spring brings with it,
The songs of the colorful
Peace loving birds.
Their songs were missed

The Invisible Knight

-- - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The spring .has come,
And the spring will go,
The seasons march on,
And as such,
_
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By Ira Hersch
How many of you out there
have heard ofNYPIRG? NYPIRG
is the New York Public Interest
Research Group and is New York
State's largest consumer; environmental, and government reform
organization. NYPIRG is a non
partisan, not-for-profit corporation, established to effect policy
reforms, while training students
and other New Yorkers to be advocates. Since 1973, NYPIRG has
_.played the key role in fighting for
more than 100 pieces of Public Interest legislation executive orders.
NYPIRG has 19 college
campus chapters which provide
much of NYPIRG's energy, resources, and activism. Students at
NYPIRG chapters work on projects
that both support NYPIRG's statewide agenda as wen as focus on
local issues.
•
NYPIRG's outreach programs travel to communities
across the state to educate and activate local residents on vital issues. NYPIRG membership exceeds 80,000 people. These citizen
members give NYPIRG political
clout and make our lobbying efforts
successful.
Some of what NYPIRG
does-Ever hear of The
.Straphangers Campaign? Well,
that's NYPIRG. The Straphangers
Campaign fights for cleaner, safer,
and more reliable subways and
buses in NYC .. Mass transit is the
region's life line-and reduces smog
and traffic problems. NYPIRG also

c:
CD

1982-The Bottle Return Law,
works with groups around the
NYPIRG has also worked
state to support increased transit on Environmental Preservation which establishes the 5-cent defunding and to see that planners and Lead Poisoning Prevention as posit on cans and bottles, is
consider transit and other options well as a huge array of other re- adopted after a 10 ye_ar NYPIRG
before building new roads.
lated projects dealing with the pub- campaign.
Education reform- lic interest.
. I am a transfer student
NYPIRG's Movement to Reinvest
Some ofNYPIRG's past vicfrom Nassau Community College
in Education (MoRE) works to pro- tories have includ~
1994-NYPIRG adds key con- located in Garden City, Long Ismote quality and affordable higher
education. NYPIRG also pushes sumer protections to banking de- land. At Nassau, there was a
for fairness in and access to edu- regulation bill. The bill will pro- NYPIRGchapter on campus.
cation.
tect consumers who lease cars, set While I have never been a memGood Government- up a credit card information ber of NYPIRG, I have assisted
NYPIRG's good Gov't project moni- hotline to help consumers compare them on some of their projects in
tors the actions and inactions of credit cards, and require that the past and they, in return, have
state and NYC gov't and publishes banks provide inexpensive lifeline proved to be a valuable resource to
me. I feel that at Baruch, they
the CouncilWatch Newsletter. back account services.
1992-Healthcare reforms would also be an extreamely valuNYPIRG works to curb the power
of special interest groups in Al- passed include a law protecting able resourse to many students on
"high risk" individuals from dis- campus. No matter what your
bany.
Healthcare Reform- crimination by private health in- major is, YOU have a part on the
NYPIRG's wo rk for improved surers and a law establishing lead projects NYPIRG works on.
A small group of people are
heath and healthcare for New screening for pregnant woman and
Yorkers includes advocating ado- children under six and strong leg- looking to set up a chapter at
lescent tobacco use reduction, and islation to keep kids from smoking. Baruch College. If you would like
a reduction ofkids' exposure to sec1991-Written legislation re- to help set up a chapter, or would
ondhand smoke, and a variety of quires the MTA to use plain En- like to know more information
health care consumer protections. glish when informing transit rid- about NYPRIG, feel free to contact
Consumer Protec.tion- ers ofservice changes (ie. cutbacks) me (Ira Hersch) at The Ticker 212NYPIRG consumer rights victories and other legislation makes it 802-6800. I will be more than
have included the Genetic Drug easier for consumers to collect happy to connect you to the other
people seeking to set up a NYPIRG
Laws, item pricing laws, a state- small claims court judgements.
wide ban of irradiated food, the
1986-NYPIRG victories in- chapter on campus. A meeting
new and used car lemon law, and clude the Environmental Quality with a NYPIRG representative
the formation of the citizen's Util- Bond Act, which provides $1.2 bil- _and students is being planned for
ity Board (CUB), a ratepayer-run lion for toxic dump cleanup and this week(4/8/96-4/12/96). If you
organization that fights utility legislation allowing victims of toxic would like to be included in this
price hikes, while NYPffiG's Small exposure the right to sue for dam- meeting contact me at the above
number or leave a message in The
Claims Court Action Center train ages.
1984-The nation's first man- Ticker mailbox to the attention of
students to offer advice to New.
Ycrkers-embroiled in the ,~all . datoryseat belt law is passed as a Ira Hersch.
result of NYPIRG's efforts.
claims system.
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AWards, Fet.lowships,8cholarships...
What's the Difference?
By Katalin Vegso, Dep't ofStudent
Development and Counseling
Awards, fellowships and
scholarships are monetary awards
that are offered to students based
on various criteria. Such criteria
include: overall academic achievement, outstanding achievement in
the major field of study, participa"lion in extracurricular activities,
community service, and financial
need. The resources may be provided by Federal, State, private or
public institutions, as well as trade
associations and unions
Awards are usually given
to students who participate in a
contest, for example write an essay on a given topic. Fellowships
support students who are pursuing or intend to pursue graduate
study in a field that the sponsor is
committed to advancing. Fellowships require that the student becomes a "fellow" and participates
. in social and professional development activities which are part of
the "fellows program". Fellows
usually receive a combination of
monetary support and tuition reimbursement. Scholarships are
.monetary awards given to students
based on merit, need or service.
Merit scholarships reward academic achievement. Need based
scholarships support and encourage those students, who otherwise
could not afford to obtain a degree.
____________.
-:..
. . Service
scholarships ~jq..PAtuC~

~_~~.-

....

dents who contribute to their is open Mondays & Tuesdays 11:00
school or community through par- AM-5:00 PM and Wednesdays &
ticipation in extracurricular or vol- Thursdays 11:00 AM-7:00 PM.
There, you can log on to the
unteer work.
If you think the above de- Internet and search for scholarship
scriptions are too general, you are databases. You don't need an Eright. Every scholarship or fellow- mail account to do so! I recommend
ship has its unique requirementfs) a site called fastWEB. It is a free
and application process, so it is im- searchable scholarship database
possible to give a concise and gen- courtesy of Student Services, Inc.
eral definition. But, who cares After you enter some data about
about definitions? AIl we want to yourself (don't worry, they don't
know is how to find one that we ask for confidential information),
are eligible for, and most impor- the program creates a mailbox for
tantly, how to get it. Information you. They match your profile with
on Scholarships is available in sev- the scholarship database and those
eral places on campus and at the scholarships that you might be elipublic library. As a first step, stu- gible for are posted in your maildents with a 3.5 GPA and 24 cred- box. The site owners claim that
its at Baruch are eligible to apply they update the system with about
for a Baruch Scholarship every 1,200 scholarships daily. Your
year in February. Additionally, a mailbox is automatically updated
list of scholarships and fellowships with new matches, so check it offrom external sources is posted - ten. The program even gives you
and continuously updated - in sample letters that you can use to
Room 1704, 360 PAS. If you think obtain detailed information about
that Grad school is for you and the scholarships. The site's address
http://
your GPA is 3.7 or higher, you is:
should pick up a fellowship bro- www.studentservices.com/
chure (Room 1702) and make an fastweb/
In upcoming issues, look for
appointment to see Dean Ron
Aaron to discuss fellowship oppor- the feature box on internet sites. I
will give you some more tips about
tunities.
As a next step, do some re- useful sites that could help you
search in the library. Your best bet write your resume, search for a
is the Media Resource Center, scholarship, internship or job.
Room 125, 25th Street building. It Please Iet.me know what other top-

ics would be of interest to you, by
dropping your suggestions and
comments in the WebSites Suggestion Box located in Room 1704, 360
PAS, or by E-mailing me at
osgev@chelsea.ios.com.
Good searching!

BELLO BARUCH COLLEGE STUDENTS.
HAVE AN IDEA OR A
SUGGESTION FOR AN

ARTICLE FOR FEATURES??

CONTACT IRA
HERSC,H, FEATURES
EDITOR AT -212-8026800.

ALSO, IF. YOU ARE
INTERESTED THERE
ARE STAFF WRITER
POSITIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR FEATURE
WRITERS.
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Ma.rtinLa~nceTakesHoll

Co:rn.edian speaks about his ne'VV filID. an

By Manny Rodriguez
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April Fool's Day
Can Artist
Conniving
Decieved
Fake Blood
Fooled
Gotcha
Gullible
Idiot
Jokes
Lies
Mischievous
Misinformed
Pat Buchanan
Pranks
Stunt
Sucker
The Joke's On You
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You've Been Taken
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."A Thin Line Between Love & Hate"
was held for the college press. Not
including myself, there must have
been nearly fifty or more different
representatives from various colleges, all prepared with their cameras and tape recorders for the arrival of this film's star, co-writer,
director, and executive producer
Martin Lawrence, after this film.
Yes, his ears are big, but his most
distinguishable feature is his exuberant personality and his unwillingness to look down on any of us
despite his star status.
The following are selected excerpts
ofvarious responses from Lawrence
at this press conference:
On his motivation to do this film:
"I wanted to do a comedy thriller. I
·"thought it would be funny to see
myself, this comedian playing this
character Darnell, who thinks he's-a
lady's man and got all the ladies
trying to get with him.' "But he's'
tryingtogetwiththebeautiful,stunning Brandi Web played by Lynn
Whitfield. So, you know, he don't
belong with her and he's not realizing she's a little otTbut he's going for
her for all the wrong reasons."
On directing in the future (this
was my question): "If I'm given the
opportunity to do it again and hopefully with a good film that has good
material, I would like to do it again
if time permits. But I won't be in 90
percent of the scenes. I might make
a cameo or something...When you
wear a lot ofhats it makes your head
very heavy, you know?"
On doing a drama: .. Drama be.cause, I mean, who are we kidding?
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" ·ComedianIfihnmakerMIlIt'iul.awreuee-en·1oeatiOft'for· .
his film "A Thin Line Between LoveAild Hate,"
You're dealing in a life...you're right be searching for hate!... -So I think.

-

future.

around for four years, that's like

,.,f~.J_.,~·~J~!'

here, right now, that's what the world
is about! It's a thin line between love
and hate. You try to decide what you
love, you try to decide what you hate.
You know you shouldn't hate because
it brings you down and everything
else around you...So, you know, the
world is made up of drama."
On respect from the industry: "I
don't know, because I don't know if I
got the respect yet untilthe film comes
out. What's important to me is the
audience and that they like it. And
that they recognize the title itself, "A
Thin Line Between Love and Hate."
Everybody'ssearchingforlove and don't

.oo«¥

everybodyshouldsee thisfilrn. It'sfor
everybody,
On his status with FOX: "It's
kind of funny because everybody
thinks you get a movie career going,
you're gonna just run off and do
movies. I happen to like the character, Martin, I play on television. I
think that whole Gina-Martin relationship is very good for kids and
adults. But being on FOX and
being bounced around for a year
makes you wonder what kind of
value you have for them. I know
what my value is to them but do
they know?! You bounce someone

ing for a little stability. You gonna
give me time somewhere, let my
audience know where I'm at and
stick to that. So all that is depending."
On a return to stand-up: "Most
definitely. I just want to find the
time to do it, you know...and be able
to be healthy and mentally strong
to make people laugh as best as I
can. You know, we desperately need
laughter,always. Just to soothe the
soul.
I want to make sure I have something to talk about and know what
I'm talking about. You know, you
coming off of ~Qu So Crazy," you
know? You do a concert film that
has a lot of substance and everything, and I feel you've got an intelligentaudiencefollowingwhenthey
support something like that. And I
want to come out and be funny at
the same time, you know what I
mean, and keeppeopleJaughing
the way I make them laugh. It ain't
gonna change as far as the language and that kind of thing, but if
time permits I would love to be back
on the stand-up circuit."
On film making: "It takes a lot of
conditioning. It takes mental stability. It takes physical stability. It
takes working together and communicating. It takes knowing what
the f-i::::k you talking about. _It takes
being open to other ideas and suggestions on how to make the best
project work. It's' about who you in
business with and how you work
together to get ahit TV show or to
. get a hit film and not just making it
on ego and things like that."
.

-

A Thin Line Bet-vveen Co:rnedy & Dra:rna·
By Manny Rodriguez
"If you want something done
right, do it yourself." If you doubt
the truth behind this old adage,
just ask Warren Beatty, Clint
Eastwood, Kevin Costner and Mel
Gibson; all are actors who have
won Oscars for their achievements
in direction. With "A Thin Line
Between Love & Hate," Martin
Lawrence makes his directorial
debut in a film about relationships
between the sexes and the danger
of abusing the delicate nature of
love.
Martin Lawrence stars as
Darnell Wright, a typical playboy
who works at a cool night club
called Chocolate City. Darnell has'
."tons of women at his disposal but
is captivated by the sexy Brandi
Web (actress Lynn Whitfield). Af-

ter numerous efforts to make her
another conquest, Darnell succeeds
and drops her the very fi rst chance
he gets. Web, confused and hurt,
does everything in her power to make
Darnell pay.
There are many reasons why this
film could be a failure. Firstly, because it is a comedy thriller. Hollywood has been obsessed with finding the perfect cinematic combination with comedy and drama/action.
But putting hits like "Do The Right
Thing" and "Beverly Hills Cop" aside,
most efforts have been very unsuccessful. This is due to the drastic
change of mood which requires the
audience to make an emotional
switch they may not be prepared or
willing to make. In "A Thin Line... ,"
Lawrence eases the audience into

this transition and makes it as
easy on us as possible by slowly
moving us into the serious situation that develops in this film.
Another area that could lead to
possible fail ure would be the story.
Co-written by Lawrence, this film
may appear to be a typical "Fatal
Attraction" flick seen from a comedic angle. Well, it is, but that
doesn't mean it isn't good. It
works, even when the scenes drag
and the dialogue becomes unimaginative, because of the talents of Lawrence and Lynn
Whitfield.
Whitfield is a fine veteran actress who represents the dramatic
side of this film. While she beContinued on page 29
-
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Martin Lawrence and Lynn
Whitfield in "A Thin Line
Between Love & Hate."
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The new "Literary" Section for Banuoh/s
Artists
Guess?!

I'rri interested in her,
There is hope for me in her,
I thought about it once
but I reneged,
Must be a Madison mentality
mixing in with Sunset Style,
An inability to dignify a search
for what I want because
the process is full of shit itself;
Don't question me because
myself does that enough for I;
Not enough green,
plenty of blue,
Too much fear, itself is
intimidating;
It all keeps actions in thoughts
and suppresses thoughts into
forgotten
memories, but what ofstrength?
Gather it up inside too see
if it will succeed in time ofneed;
Or is it time of want? Can the
tum be together in spirit and
substance
making the smog fresh and
math easy,
doubts would never grow like
weed indeed...
But this man is alone in time
and what he has gone through
In years
mayor may not be equal to his
experience,
Because experience is judged by
content in time,
Space to fill in the mind and
half full
is easily half empty;
The answer is never really clear
and the light desired could be
shed,
Still leaving the space empty
and giving this man less time
to fill it; but why not ga mble for
High Delight.
Manny Rodriguez

Massive moments changes the
preset
Interior; track the movement
to the
Last instant when the syntax
was
Losing; I think I can hear
her
Yelling with her mouth
closedClammed up as ifopening
this
Orifice would reveal threatening
speech;
Reneged she did until I budged
true,
Drained all preconceived notions
that had
Entered previously into her mind
about

Rodri - I knew I had found someone;
r ..".

.
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One is the number I wish her to
claim.
Manny Rodriguez

See down there, behind the
two rolling hills.
That castle built of stone.
Inside you will find
a Queen
who rules over this kingdom
alone.
Much wiser than most
women of her day.
She knew exactly how to use
femininity to get her way.
Surrounded
by jealousy.
She presides over her thrown
accordingly.
She is endowed
with it all.
Beauty
Intelligence
an yes nobility.
Gracious and proper,
accepting her praise with
humility.
Her heels firmly planted
on the ground.
Her whit
is what secures her croum.
Mother to all.
Invites every subject
to her Majesties ball.
Dancing and socializing
she catches the eyeand wins the -'~.
~: heart:
-J
...
ofa strapping knight.
Late thatsame evening'
this noble stranger gives her a
delightful fright.
Tempted by a beautiful face,
she had no intention to put up a
fight.
Together they lay
but each
with plans of their own.
This handsome stranger
has the desire to take th.ie castle
and make it his home.
She would not even consider
relinquishingherpowertoaman.
As far as her Majesty was con
cerned
This was just

s

"Hip-hop should be respected / gottaget back to get
it on track"
Artifacts "Whayback"

Valerie Rizzo

Note from the Editors:
As you may have noticed,
"Translations" has returned to
. The Ticker-Arts and'Entertain··
ment section. In the past, only
poetryand photographs 'were
featured in this section but the
New "Translations" will include
any and all literary forms from
poetry to short stories, plays
and rhymes> and anything else
you canrthink ofconcerning the
written word. Photographs are
still welcome. Finally, for this
issue, only poetry is featured
but I am asking all Baruch students to participate and contribute with your various literary creations so that future
"Translations" sections will not I
have so much blank space. J
~,-T_h_a_n_k~y:...-o_u_.
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one
night
Valerie Rizzo

2Pac Comes Out of Death Row
ByEdward Rodriguez
2Pac felt it was ,"so mandatory
my elevation! my lyrics like orientation Iso you could be more familiar with the nigga you facin' ," that
he made a two book album that
consists of twenty seven songs.
Even before listening, I expected
certain ramifications because of
the length of this Death Row release. 2Pac is not incredibly stylistic nor incredibly deep with metaphorical wordplay. However, he
has consistent flow, variety of topics and a unique voice and theme.
He also has the ability to make the
listener feel his pain or joy. He did
this extremely well with his last
album "Me Against the World."

What I expected was an album
where at least ten to thirteen songs
could be picked out and recognized
as being of high quality. Instead
"All Eyez on Me " is far from that.
The real beef that the east coast
has with the west coast is that they
rnakesongsthatappealratherthan
taking the old school way of rhymingand competing to come out with
an excellent work. Seeing that
2Pac is on the Death Row label and
many of his featured guests are
playa/pimp non-Me rappers, it is
clear that this extended album is
strictly for the loot. In a lengthy
album that is truly a headache to
listen to completely, there are only
about five songs that are above

average and none are close to classic material. The 80% ofthe album
that is left is just 2Pac giving his
cool, redundantly comical, fraternity cheers to thug life.
The five songs that are above
average I feel compelled to comment on because 2Pac does have
talent that didn't go to complete
waste. Besides, east coast heads
need to know which songs to record
off the dub. The best song is easily
"Got my Mind Made Up". featuring
Tha Dogg Pound, Redman and
Method Man. This song is produced by Daz of Tha Dogg Pound
and is produced well. However,
many have hailed him as a new
super-producer out of Death Row.

Daz is really a good producer yet
his simple snare and drum programming only make a decent
track that DJ Premier made when
he was 13. The song is lyrically
tight because you can hear the
Death Row inmates trying to compete to make parole to the hip hop
world. They do a very good job
too, but it is Method Man's chorus
that gives the track its unique
sound. 2Pac would have an excellent album ifhe pushed his lyrics
to be on this level consistently.
"California Love " (album version) is an excellently produced
track by Dr. Dre. The lyrics are
not very noteworthy but the long
continued on page 30
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Hip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez

Allow me to extend
a thought or two.
Is it at all possible to explain to
you.
Revolutionary imaginations
two minds preform
the act of copulation.
Now it's only natural
to regurgitate
Craniums so full,
they have no choice they must
oh they must ejaculate.
A safe orgasmic encounter.
It demands absolutely no kind of
protection.
Allowing you and I to reach
that point
of intellectual conception.
Both sexes are sure to enjoy
this session.
The result
giving birth to a shared
expression,

;
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StilTtulation

AlIlWust Bow 7b The
Queen

High Delight

.S

Hip-hop heads used to
ignore scholars and our elders when they attacked our
culture. However, as we
get older should we move to
a more assimilated, less
militant culture? Should
we abandon hip-hop in
shame like we did with bboying/b-girling? They
.called ita dangerous fad
and we quit on a beautiful,
yet difficult form of dance.
Many of us are waiting
for The New York Times to
recognize hip hop as a deep
cultural expression of African American youth.
Latinos, in particular, are
waiting for uppity Black
scholars to wake up and
include us in their incorrect
anthologies of hip-hop.
However, when an African
is truly American he/she
won't need hip-hop. Black
scholars don't write about
the South Bronx when writing from their homes in the
suburbs of Long Island.
Most of the rap music
that sells today Isrealgarbage. Hip-hop culture. is
·only iruly' accepted when
artists make a fool ofthemselves and reaffirm the
main.stream view of us.
Rappers like Hammer
crossed over our form of
dance by ridiculing it, made
rap acceptable with simpleton lyrics and copied pop

7

songs note for note making
our music completely lacking art and creativity.
The power of hip-hop to
be a voice is most definitely
diluted ifwe lose our brothers and sisters t1:J.rough
shame. What we need are
hip hoppers who have their
own critical minds wiih an
understanding of ghetto
life. Then and only then
will we be blessed with Wors
in battle and dismiss the
Biggies ·in shambles.
In Baruch, there is an
increasing amount of followers who actlike leaders.
Leaders are not people who
lead people down the mainstream road of acceptance.
Why do we follow wannabe
intellectuals who justify
manifest destiny and forced
dependence? Manifest destiny is okay because we
have the greatest democratic country on the planet,
As long as we control the
economies and governments of the world, keeping them in our favor. The
most powerful country is
only a product of the de..
struction and sapping ofthe
rest ofthe world. Some are
stolen(manifest des;iny),
are sucked
. while
....
. others
"......
dry(forced dependence). - --.
Blacks and Latinos
should realize the power in
hip-hop. Too many talented
MCs today do not see the
power in the forum they are
talented enough to nave.
When an MC makes a song
that is anti-American or
..

"

,"...
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critical of the New World
order we excercise the freedom of speech right we are
humanly deserving of.
Many of us foolishly are
shocked when wejustify our
revolutionary speeches to
the freedom ofspeech right
guaranteed in the Bill of
Rights. We then are surprised when we are jailed
and beat up by police for
protesting budget cuts or
racial prejudice.
As much as sellout rap
crosses over, so does a lot of
real rap that addresses the
reality we face. The moral,
ethical and cultural standards that we expect on our
music should not be defined
by what suburban white
kids calling themselves"
niggaz buy. Our standards
seem to combine the ideals
ofboth the standards ofthe
Staying true to Hip-hop:
mainstream and the underground. The average ghetto ourselves. Maybe these
dweller is still blind to his/ rappers are going a little
her surroundings if they too far?! Maybe graffiti isn't
expect quality rap to talk art and is just an excuse for
about the struggles of life destructive Latinos and
without offending anyone. Blacks to deface public
We should get annoyed property"! We, along with
when MCs use the same the mainstream, need to see
styles and lyrics but ifthey the cultural significance of
all curse that is a reflection a freestyle and street comof the society that they are mentary.. We needto.see
'r.-. . . "
-"
rrom.
past the tags·and pieces we .
The media portrays rap- cannot understand and see
pers as lyrical representa- the murals that show our
tions of the subhuman ele- stories in plain view.
ment.
'Those
crazy
Hip-hop is a beautiful,
Crooklyn niggers!' These strong, vibrant culture that
sterotypes are expected by one needs to live and un. the mainstream but after a derstand to enjoy and have
while we are believing these

Guru 'of Gang Starr
a love for. Personally, I
realized the beauty of hiphop when
I traveled with
.. ( -.i
High 'Side Infantry to their
performance at the Funk
Hut. There ismuch to say
about this group and their
affiliates which I will tell in
depthsoon. However, the
lesson learned from these
Latinos andBlacksfrom.the -.
ghettos of Dark Slope,
Brooklyn is that hip-hop is
still very much alive.
This article is dedicated
to hip-hop's true essenceMr. Wor, the J in the E & J
Show.
c

'.

A Thin Line Bet'VVeen Co:rn.edy & Dra.:rn.a
continued from page 27

comes the villianess after
being rejected by Darnell,
the emotional reactions
she gives help us identify
with her character. An
actor's eyes and his/her
ability to manipulate them
to show a character's in.ner self is, in my opinion,
the most coveted in born
talent an actor can have,
and Whitfield has it.
Finally, bad direction
can destroy any movie,
whether you notice it or
not. A director must show
his/her. characters and
their actions in a way that
will tell the story of the
film most effectively. We
must be able 'tosee past
the surface or visible action to fully comprehend
characters' true feelings.
and themes. The theme of
this film is evident from
the title and since it is not
a new one, it is important
to capture our attention
without playing out these

..

Martin Lawrence (1.) with co- star Lynn Whitfield in "A Thin Line Between
Love & Hate."
. requires more use ofvaried focus on certain aspects
thematic messages.
angles and camera move- when it is perfectly approLawrence is new at
ment to tell a story. In the priate. Lawrence keeps us
this and it shows. He fills
future, as he learns through involved in the story at all
his film with too' many
experience, he will be able times and never loses us
close ups, long takes, and
to direct with more verve completely.
his camera is too still too
and have better timing.
One of Lawrence's finoften. This is very remiHowever,
Lawrence's
debut
est shots is in a scene where
niscent of the directing
is not a failure. The look of Darnell is in the club trytechnique used in sitcoms
the picture is solid and ing to woo Brandi at the
where the camera is
Lawrence has a deep un- bar. She's not buying any
mostly stationary and
derstanding of his charac- of his playa appeal at this
these tactics must be utiters which enables him to moment and Lawrence suplized: But film allows and

plies us with a fine close up
ofWhifield's eyes as we hear
her coldly reject Darnell's
advances. A well executed,
intelligent choice which
shows
promise
for
Lawrence's future as a director.
"A Thin Line Between
Love & Hate" ultimately is
a very entertaining picture
which is carried by the always entertaining comedic
talent and skill of Martin
Lawrence and backed by
the wide range of Lynn
Whitfield. There is also a
nice supporting performance by Della Reese as
Darnell's mother and Bobby
Brown is cool as Darnell's
best friend, Tee.
The comedy thriller has
a long way to go but this
. film shows substantial
progress
as
Martin
Lawrence has made an.entertaining albeit unspectacular film.
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R&B singing over hip hop tracks?
What a fine idea! It really was
about five years ago but R&B producers have proved that they have
no idea how to put hip hop tracks
together. Sampling is lost on them
and this soundtrack for the new
Martin Lawrence film "A Thin Line
Between Love & Hate" is a perfect
example of R&B's shortcomings.
This album is packed with overused samples: Mtume's "Juicy," AI
Green's "Love and Happiness,"
Anita Ward's "Ring My Bell,"
George Clinton's "Atomic Dog" and
Zapp's "Computer Love to name a
few. In fact, Zapp is sampled twice

II
••

on this compilation. It really is sad
and it is insulting to those who
work to sample new songs and ere- .
ate new music. Everything on this
album sounds old and the weak
lyrics on the rap songs further annihilates any hope oflisteningpleasure. Most of these songs are used
in the film for club scenes. The
upbeat tracks and familar ~amples
does create a pleasant party atmosphere. Who goes to a club to listen
to lyrics anyway? This soundtrack,
in other words, fits the purpose of
the film but as a CD alone, it turns
out to be an uncreative, tired sounding collection ofhalf-stepping R&B/
hip hop. Remember, it's a thin line
between sampling and copying.
-Manny Rodriguez

Artist: VariOllS
Album: "AThin Line Between
-, Love &Hate"soundtrack
Label: Jac-Mac Records!
Warner Bros.
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In the next few issues, a question will be asked and you,
the reader, can respond to them by sending it to Marlon
at 360 Park Avenue South room 1522.

'. Phil -Iachson pulled Scottie Pippen
off the bench a week early once Hot
Rod was suspended! How importatit
do you think winning a league record
of 70 games is to hi1n?

Response to last issue's
Question of the Day

Soundtrack executive producer Martin Lawrence with Bobby
Brown in the film "A Thin Line Between Love & Hate"

litle school girl sucking on a lollyPuppets. Trust me, if you are into
Artist: Busta Rhymes
pop wearing pig-tails. Then she
the alternative sound you will be
Album: The Coming
turns into a whining sweet little
into this song. The Verdict-It
Label: Elektra
school girl sucking on a lolly-pop
Rocks! .
wearing pig-tails. It really made
12. Until You Call On the Dark
As a member ofthe great Leadme nauseous. Just what we don't
by Danzig. Smooth lyrics over
ers Of the New School, Busta
I'm the type of girl that can need to hear is another song about
thrash makes for a really cool conRhymes stood out as their leader
listen to and enjoy all types of a girl with a broken heart. The
trast. It gives you the feeling of
and has become a hip hop piomusic - minus the garbage. The Verdict-you guessed it Stinks like
listening to a "dark" religious serneer and reached legendary staCD Big Ones of Alternative Rock sweaty socks!
mon. It does a very good job of
tus in his short yet extraordiVol. 1 hit the shelves of record
5. Can't Wait One Minute More
creating a spooky mood. The Vernary career. His crazy flows and
stores in early March. The Cd is a
by CN. I couldn't wait one minute
dict-It Rocks!
strange lyrics mixed with one of
collection of alternative rock art- more for the song to end. I think
Back to my original statement
hip hop's funniest personas has
ists, some of which I'm familiar that sums it up. The Verdict-Stinks
of how a CD has to have at least
etched him onto the memories of
with , and others I wish I never like sweaty socks!
half the tracks to be worthy to
hip hop's loyal fans despite a
heard. Some of the singles are
6. Hobo Bumpin' Slobo Babe by
listen to; well this CD almost meathree year hiatus since L. O.N.8.'s
jumpin', and others are real trash.
Whale. The mystical, repetitive, . suresup. Five and a half songs out
last album'. Various guestapThat is why buying compilation' sound of the music Can put you in
ofthe 12 were quality music. Whopearances have kept him in the
CD or tape can be such a gamble. a trippy trance. Her voice reminded
ever putthis CD together was very
field and established his skill in
Theremay be tracks that attract me of the Siren (from the Greek
smart. I don't know if it was done
kicking conscious lyrics; a tr~it
your interest and there may be myth The Odyssey) who lures sailintentionally but all the tracks that, which was easily overlooked In
others that turn your stomach.
ors to their death with her enI thought were bad were all packed
the past because of his extreme
You know you got yourself a
chanting voice. Totally captivattogether. So thanks to that fastuniqueness in other aforemengood CD when you can say that ing. The Verdict-It Rocks!
foward button we can skip over
tioned areas. "The Coming" is
you enjoyed listening to at least
7. I Touch Myself by Divinyls.
the first five songs and get right to
hip hop Busta style laced with
halfthe songs. However thanks to Talk about self-exploration. She
the good stuff. So ,overall Big
experience and the L.O.N.S. inthe inovation of the fast-foward has a lot ~ guts using masturbaOnes ofAlternative Rock Vol. 1 is a
fluence. His timing, cadence,
button you can skip right over what tion as the theme ofher song. What
decent sounding CD.
and lyrics are much improved.
sucks and get to the stuff that gets is really cool about the song is that
Busta keeps it crazy but not stu-Valerle Rizzo
your head boppin' or feet stampin'. she does it without sounding like a
pid. Ifyou're uncomfortable with
"As far as this CD goes, I'll give porn star. The down side is the
his rhyme style, you're closing
you a run down of what I think music takes a backseat to the lyryourself off to one of hip hop's
ROCKS and what I think STINKS ics. The Verdict- Somewhere in
oustanding entertainers. Tracks
LIKE SWEATY SOCKS!
between IT Rocks! and Sweaty
to watch for are "Everything Re1. Thunder Kiss by White ZOl7Jcontinued from page 28
Socks!
mains Raw, " "Ill Vibe" featuring
bie: Well I couldn't make out a
8. Cold Beverage by G. Love
bridges between 2Pac and Dre's
Q-Tip and the year's best posse
word of his screaming lyrics. The and Special Sauce. Now this is a
horrible lyrics shows this songs
cut, "Flipmode Squad Meets Def
music I found to be just a little new artist I can get into. This is only strength-Dre's track.
Squad" with Redman, Keith
boring. There wasn't any varia- the first time I've heard a mix of a
"Ambitionz Az A Ridah" is also a
Murray, and the precocious
tion at all. The Verdict-Stinks like little rap with a funk twist and decent track. It is the first song
Jamal. The track is beautifully
sweaty socks!
alternative rock all rolled into one. and unfortunately gets the listener
produced by Backspin, which is
2. Everything Zen by Bush.
Definitely original. The Verdict- ready for a barrage of powerful,
along the same musical vein as
Maybe r didn't like this track be- IT Rocks
rebellious music that only 2Pac
Jamal's hit "Fade 'Em All." But
cause the radio PLAYED IT OUT!
9. Blind by Korn. By the time
can make. The production is simple
the track which may be the most
This isn't one ofthose classic tunes I got through the intro I .already and highlights ~Pac's powerful
heavily anticipated is "Keep It
you can hear a thousand times hated it. Then I heard his voice voice with his anti-establishment
Mooin'" which reunites Busta
and not be sick of it. Sorry it just and I was positive that I hated it. themes. "1 Ain't Mad at Cha "is a
with his L.O.N.S. partners Dinco,
lost its flavor in this critics opin- He sounded like a horse that swal- worthy track that has the capabilMilo and Charlie Brown. It's a
ion. The Verdict-Stinks like sweaty lowed a frog. I guess he was trying ity to have the emotional power of
beautiful thing! "The Coming" is
socks!
very hard to sound like The Devil his previous work. However, the
an album built for real hip hop
3. Dreams by The Cranberries himself. Not everyone pulls that track's excellent piano sample is
fans from the streets; a rarity in
. Lead vocals are the typical sounds off as well as James Hetfield of mistakenly used sparingly to much
this decade.
of Alternative Rock female per- Metallica. The Verdict-8tinks like disappointment. 2Pac, despite this
-Manny Rodriguez
formers. You know what I mean, sweaty socks!
is able to carry the track through
that high pitched opera sounding
_
10. New Age Girl by Deadeye with his powerful vocals. "Tradin' L voice that makes your teeth itch. Dicks. It had 80's sounding beats, War Stories" is a very tight posse
The Verdict-Stinks like sweaty 50's boy meets girl type of lyrics, cut that has enjoyable rapid fire that is 20 songs too long with 2Pac
socks!
and a sexual undertone that is defi- lyrics that areabsent from the rest rapping on the low lyrical and the4. Universal Heart-Beat by nitely '90's. Cleverly composed. of the posse cuts on this album, matic level of his Death Row partners.
Juliana Hatfield. This song gave The Verdict-It Rocks!
which will remain unmentioned.
me a very vivd image of a sweet
11. Back Water by The Meat
"All Eyez On Me" is an album

Artist: Var-io'us
Album: The Box presents Big
Ones of Alternative Rock:
Volume 1
Label:
Polygram Records

By Michael Cruz
the riational anthem was not the
In response to last issue's ques- best alternative taken.
tion, "What do you think about
As for Raufs standing once he
Mahmoud Abdul-Raufofthe Den- found out that the NBA was going
ver Nuggets sitting out on the to suspend him, Rauf in my opin.Nat.ional Anthem?" I believe that ion, performed the correct action.
the actions Rauf took were made TheNBA is a business similar to
in a unprofessional manner. any other one. If a person does
There are two reasons for my opin- not cooperated with a company's
Ion.
rules, their job will be in jeopFirst of all, sitting out of the ardy. Rauf realized his job and
national anthem was disrespect- popularity wit.h'rthe fans was in
ful for the millions of fans who crisis. Therefore, against his beregard the American flag 'as a . liefs he remained standIng 'for die"·'
great symbol. While Rauf states anthem while pra-ying.
that the reason he refused to stand
Several issues are involved with
for the NO-tional Anthem was Abdul Raufs neglecting to stand.
based on his Islamic beliefs. His Could it be possible the NBA is
opinion, however, is one compared silencing the voice of one of its
to millions.
premier players? Are they afraid
Secondly, other devoted Mus- his opinions may be true? In
lims such as Ali and Hakeem reality, Abdul Rauf has the right
Olajuwon still show respect for to speak and practice his religion.
the anthem and fans. Raufs ac- So why is the NBA trying to sitions were not intended to harm lence him? These are issues that
anyone, however, his sitting out will occur again in the NBA.

a

1. What is the oldest
sports trophy?
2. Who was the first
man to.win
Wimbeldon?
3. How many points
behind first place is
Pete Sampras?

1.9
2. February 1989
3. Erasmus Hall
4.82

..

2Pac

ee
Do any of you get a nasty taste in your mouth when you s~e the new Ma~thead~? Well I do, and now I have bee~
given the opportunity to change mine!! Here are a fe~ .potentIal Mastheads If you hke them, !e~ ~e know. If you t.hink
that they are just as bad as the original one, make up your own and submit It In.
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Sunday, May 19,1996
A ten kilometer fundraising walkathon
benefiting Gay Men's Health Crisis.
Start/end at the North Meadow
in Central Park.
• Sign-in 9AM.
• Opening Ceremony

9:30AM

~.

• Walk begins IDAM
Sponsored by:

DSSG
TICKER

BARUCH FACULTY AND STAFF
If you plan to walk with us, please fill out the coupon
below and hand deliver to:

Office of Student Life
Room I 5 I 2
OR
360 Park Avenue South

Purchasing Department
Room I 005
135 East 22nd Street

~~~~

or mail to:

AIDS WALK NEWYORK
OLD CHELSEA STATION, RO. BOX 10
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10114-0300

'~

Name: 0

Mr. 0

'~

-.

" '-

.

-.

Ms.
(Please print)

Home Address:

Apt. No.

City

Register me today to
walk and raise money
to flghtAIDS and
support people with
HIV and AIDS.

State

Evening Phone (

Team Name:

o

Zip Code

)

Baruch College

Sex: Male 0
Age: 0 under 18 0 18-25
o 36-44
0 45-55

In addition to walking. I can volunteer to help produce the event. Please call me.

,

,

Female 0
026-35
Dover 55

